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ABSTRACT 

Finding matches, both exact and approximate, between a sequence of symbols A 

and a pattern P has long been an active area of research in algorithm design. Some 

of the more well-known byproducts from that research are the diff program and grep 

family of programs. These problems form a sub-domain of a larger area of problems 

called discrete pattern matching which has been developed recently to characterize 

the wide range of pattern matching problems. This dissertation presents new algo

rithms for discrete pattern matching over sequences and develops a new sub-domain of 

problems called discrete pattern matching over interval sets. The problems and algo

rithms presented here are characterized by three common features: (1) a "computable 

scoring function" which defines the quality of matches; (2) a graph based, dynamic 

programming framework which captures the structure of the algorithmic solutions; 

and (3) an interdisciplinary aspect to the research, particularly between computer 

science and molecular biology, not found in other topics in computer science. 

The first half of the dissertation considers discrete pattern matching over se

quences. It develops the alignment-graph/dynamic-programming framework for the 

algorithms in the sub-domain and then presents several new algorithms for regular 

expression and extended regular expression pattern matching. The second half of the 

dissertation develops the sub-domain of discrete pattern matching over interval sets, 

also called super-pattern matching. In this sub-domain, the input consists of sets of 

typed intervals, defined over a finite range, and a pattern expression of the interval 

types. A match between the interval sets and the pattern consists of a sequence of 

consecutive intervals, taken from the interval sets, such that their corresponding se

quence of types matches the pattern. The name super-pattern matching comes from 

those problems where the interval sets corresponds to the sets of substrings reported 

by various pattern matching problems over a common input sequence. The pattern 

for the super-pattern matching problem, then, represents a "pattern of patterns," or 

super-pattern, and the sequences of intervals matching the super-pattern correspond 

to the substring of the original sequence which match that larger "pattern." 
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INTRODUCTION 
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Discrete pattern matching is a domain of exact and approximate pattern matching 

problems which, in its most general form, compare an object such as a sequence 

of symbols and a pattern expressing a desired set of objects, such as the sequences 

described by a regular expression. This overall domain can be divided into sub

domains based on the object used in the comparison. Some of the sub-domains 

currently being researched are discrete pattern matching over (1) sequences, where the 

objects are sequences of symbols and patterns of symbols, (2) trees, where the objects 

are trees with value containing nodes, and (3) images, also called two-dimensional 

pattern matching, where the objects are two dimensional "images" made up of atomic 

symbols. While the objects in the various sub-domains may differ, similar sets of 

problems and approximate match criteria can be posed for those sub-domains. 

Most of the research in this area has occurred in discrete pattern matching over 

sequences, however research in the other sub-domains has been on the increase as 

the core problems for discrete pattern matching over sequences have been efficiently 

solved. This dissertation presents several new algorithms solving problems in discrete 

pattern matching over sequences and develops a new sub-domain of discrete pattern 

matching over interval sets, also called super-pattern matching. In this new sub

domain, the input consists of sets of typed intervals and a pattern of interval types. 

M r...tches are formed from sequences of consecutive intervals whose types match a 

sequence in the pattern. 

Discrete pattern matching has matured over the last twenty years into a distinct 

area of research, separate from the artificial intelligence work on pattern recognition 

and natural language processing and the parsing technology used in compiler design. 

For the two sub-domains of interest in this dissertation, discrete pattern matching 
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over sequences and interval sets, the distinction rests on three characteristics common 

to the problems and algorithmic solutions: 

• The notion of a "computable scoring function" used in approximate matching 

which serves both as a metric of similarity and as a guide for computing that 

metric. When comparing, say, sequences of symbols, the scores produced by 

the matching of pairs of sequences give a measure or metric identifying which 

sequences are similar and which are dissimilar. This is not unlike many other 

pattern recognition mechanisms. However, the scoring functions used in discrete 

pattern matching also identify the specific match between two sequences, out of 

all the possible ways those sequences could be matched, that produces the score 

representing the measure of their similarity. In doing so, the scoring function 

often presents the basic outline for computing similarity scores algorithmically. 

• The use of state machines and a shortest-path-graph/dynamic-programming 

framework to derive the algorithms for exact and approximate matching prob

lems. In the development of an algorithm solving an approximate matching 

problem, the matching problem is recast as a problem of finding either all paths 

or the shortest paths through a specially constructed graph. Then, efficient dy

namic programming recurrences and algorithms solve the shortest path problem. 

The details of the structure of the graph and the terms in the recurrences de

pend on the language given in the pattern and the specified scoring function, 

but follow the guidelines of the framework. The solutions to the exact match

ing problems usually involve the development of a state machine, or some close 

relative, which is used to scan the input sequence for matches. 

• The interdisciplinary nature of the research, particularly between computer sci

ence and molecular biology. Many of the algorithms and applications for discrete 

pattern matching have originated not in computer science, but in other fields 

such as molecular biology and speech processing. 

While these characteristics may limit the scope of discrete pattern matching and ex

clude the more complex, context-sensitive issues in natural language processing and 
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compiler design, the results produced in this research area have become part of the 

mainstream of computer science, as illustrated by the widespread use of utility pro

grams such as diff and grep family. The area has also significantly altered research in 

molecular biology, making computer-based sequence analysis one of the daily activi

ties of many biologists. 

These characteristics have appeared throughout the history of discrete pattern 

matching. In fact, it could be said that discrete pattern matching became a separate 

problem domain when nine independent authors, by one count [SK83, Page 23-24], 

developed essentially the same algorithm, an algorithm with the characteristics men

tioned above. Those results were motivated by two lines of research occurring in 

the mid 1960's: (1) the creation of metrics, such as the Hamming, evolutionary and 

Levenshtein distances, to describe the similarity of sequences and (2) the automatic 

correction of spelling mistakes and other typing errors [Dam64, Alb67, Mor70]. The 

fusion of the two produced a set of papers in computer science [NW70, WF74, Hir75], 

molecular biology [San72, RCW73] and speech processing [Vin68, VZ70, SC71, Hat74] 

which solve two related problems called the edit distance problem and the longest 

common sequence or LCS problem. 

These two problems, and their relationship, are more easily described in terms 

of the key concept underlying the approximate matching problems over sequences, 

namely an alignment between two sequences. Informally, an alignment is a pairing of 

symbols of two sequences such that the lines of the induced trace don't cross, as in 

the following example: 

abcadbbccc 

\\ ///// 
abbbabcc 

This figure illustrates two representations of an alignment, as a set of trace lines 

on the left and in a column-based arrangement on the right. The formal alignment 

definition is given in Chapter 2. 

The edit distance problem involves finding the minimal number of edit operations 

which converts a sequence A = ala2 ••• aM into a sequence B = b1b2 ••• bN, where 
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the three edit operations are (1) deleting a symbol, (2) inserting a symbol and (3) 

substituting one symbol for another. In terms of an alignment, the solution to a 

edit distance problem requires an alignment with the fewest unpaired symbols of A, 

unpaired symbols of B and mismatched pairs of symbols. This follows because each 

unpaired symbol of A corresponds to a required deletion operation in the edit, each 

unpaired symbol of B becomes an insertion and each mismatched pair becomes a 

substitution operation. Thus, the alignment with the fewest unpaired symbols and 

mismatches corresponds to the minimal set of editing operations. 

The longest common subsequence of A and B asks for the longest sequence that 

forms a subsequence of both A and B. For example, "tusday" is the LCS of "tues

day" and "thursday." Under the alignment representation, the longest common sub

sequence corresponds to an alignment with the most paired symbols, where here no 

mismatched pairing are allowed. Since no crossing of an alignment's trace lines are 

allowed, each sequence of paired symbols forms a subsequence of both A and B, 

and the sequence with the most paired symbols must be the longest common subse

quence of the two sequences. Note the relationship between the alignments for the 

two problems, as alignments with fewer unpaired symbols must contain more paired 

symbols. In fact, the LCS problem is the dual of the edit distance problem where 

no substitutions are allowed, or alternatively where substitutions count as two edit 

operations. 

This relationship follows through to the algorithms solving the two problems. 

The key observation made by those nine authors is that every alignment between 

A and B must end in one of three ways: (1) by pairing aM with bN , (2) leaving 

aM unpaired, and (3) leaving bN unpaired. Thus, the "optimal alignment," i.e. the 

alignment corresponding to the edit distance or LCS solution, must be (1) the optim3.l 

alignment of ala2 ••• aM-l and b1b2 ••• bN-l and the pairing of aM and bN, (2) the 

optimal alignment of ala2 ... aM-l and b1b2 ••• bN and an unpaired aM, and (3) the 

optimal alignment of ala2 ••. aM and b1b2 ••• bN- 1 and an unpaired bN. This leads 

to the following computational recurrence describing the solution to the edit distance 

and longest common subsequence problems, respectively, 



Co,o = 0 

Ci,j = min { Ci-l,j-l + { ~ 
Cj-l,j + 1, 
Cj,j-l + 1 

} 

if aj = bj 

if aj =/: bj , 

Co,o = 0 

Ci,j = max { Ci-l,j-l + { ~ 
Ci-l,j + 0, 
Ci,j-l + 0 

} 

if ai = bj 

if ai =/: bj , 

14 

where any terms with i < 0 or j < 0 are ignored. The value of CM,N, then, equals 

either the minimal edit distance or the size of the LCS. Computing these recurrences 

involved the, then new, technique of dynamic programming and resulted in algorithms 

running in O(M N) time. 

From these initial two problems and their common solution, research into discrete 

pattern matching over sequences has expanded into a number of different problems 

and algorithms, as illustrated by Figure 1.1. Most of the research has been concerned 

with the matching of two sequences, or sequence comparison, and its variations. A 

growing number of results have been developed more recently for problems dealing 

with regular expressions and extended regular expressions. The first half of this 

dissertation surveys most of the work in this area (Chapter 2) and presents new 

algorithms solving (1) approximate regular expression pattern matching with concave 

gap penalties (Chapter 3) and (2) exact and approximate extended regular expression 

pattern matching (Chapter 4). All of these algorithms, both the previous work and 

the new results, are placed in an alignment-graph/dynamic-programming framework 

which simplifies much of the algorithms' complexity and links these results back to 

the simple edit distance and LCS solutions. 

The second half of the dissertation develops a new domain of problems called 

super-pattern matching, or discrete pattern matching over interval sets. It was de

veloped for recognition problems that are either too complex or too ambiguous to 

be expressed using only pattern matching over sequences, i.e. the pattern cannot 

be expressed as a sequence or regular expression of the sequence symbols. In these 

cases, a richer environment is needed to describe the "patterns" and to perform the 

recognition of those "patterns." Some researchers have turned to artificial intelli

gence techniques and multi-step matching approaches for the problems of gene recog-
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nition [FS90, GKDS92, Sea89], protein structure recognition [LWS87] and on-line 

character recognition [FCK+91]. Super-pattern matching defines a class of problems 

which involve finding matches to "patterns of patterns," or super-patterns, given so

lutions to the lower-level patterns. The expressiveness of this problem class rivals 

that of traditional artificial intelligence characterizations, yet polynomial time algo

rithms are described for each problem in the class. Chapter 5 presents the domain of 

problems, containing several language classes, output requirements and error models, 

and then Chapter 6 presents algorithms solving those problems, using some of the 

shortest-path-graph/ dynamic-programming techniques of discrete pattern matching 

over sequences. 
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CHAPTER 2 

DISCRETE PATTERN MATCHING OVER SEQUENCES: 
PREVIOUS WORK 

The sub-domain of discrete pattern matching over sequences covers a wide range 

of exact and approximate pattern matching problems, spanning a number of pattern 

language classes and scoring schemes. Figure 1.1 indicates the breadth of the field. 

Because of that breadth, most of this chapter concentrates only on the problems and 

algorithms needed by the rest of the dissertation. Specifically, this chapter presents 

the known solutions to the exact and up to five approximate pattern matching prob

lems for sequence patterns (Section 2.1), regular expressions (2.2), and extended reg

ular expressions (2.3). These problems make up the core of discrete pattern matching 

over sequences and contain all of the results needed by Chapters 3, 4 and 6. 

The exact pattern matching problem asks simply whether the input sequence 

A = al a2 ... aM is in the language or set of sequences defined by pattern P, i.e. is 

A E L(P)? Approximate pattern matching problems take an input sequence A, a 

pattern P and a scoring scheme S, and ask for the score of an optimal alignment 

between A and one of the sequences in L(P), where the criterion of optimality is 

defined by S. An alignment is simply a pairing of symbols between two sequences 

such that the lines of the induced trace do not cross, as shown in Figure 2.1. Scoring 

scheme S defines scores for each aligned pair and each contiguous block of unaligned 

symbols, or gap. The score of an alignment is the sum of the scores S assigns to each 

aligned pair and gap, and an optimal alignment is one of minimal score. 

Formally, an alignment between sequences A = ala2 ... aM and B = b1b2 ... bN, 

over alphabet ~, is a list of ordered pairs of indices «ibjd, (i 2,j2), ... , (it,jt}>, 

called a trace, such that (1) ik E [1, M], (2) jk E [1, N], and (3) ik < ik+I and jk < jk+I. 

Each pair of symbols ai" and bjk is said to be aligned. A consecutive block of unaligned 

symbols in A or B, ai,,+Iai,,+2 ... ai"+1-1 where ik+I > ik + 1, is termed a gap of length 
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a) 
abcadbbccc 

\\ ///// 
abbbabcc 

b) 
[~][ ~] [c ~ d] [ ~] [~] [~] [g] [g] [g] 

... " ....... 
Gap of Gap of 
length 3 length 1 

Figure 2.1: An alignment a) as a set of trace lines and b) in a column-oriented display. 

ik+l - ik - 1. An alignment, its usual column-oriented display, and several gaps are 

illustrated in Figure 2.1. 

Under a scoring scheme S = {pair,gap} with functions pair and gap scoring the 

symbol pairs and gaps, the score of an optimal alignment between A and B, or SEQ(A, 

B, {pair, gap}), equals min{L~=lpair(aik,bjk) + L~=ogap(aik+!aik+2" .aik+l-d + 
L~=o gap(bjk+lbjk+2'" bjk+l-d I «ibjd, (i2,j2)"" (it,jt» is a valid trace }, where 

for simplicity io = jo = 0, it+l = M and jt+! = N. The score of the optimal alignment 

between A and a more complex pattern, such as a regular expression P, is RE( A, P, 

{pair,gap}) = min{SEQ(A, B, {pair,gap}) I BE L(P)}. 

The scoring schemes considered here consist of a symbol-based scheme and four gap 

penalty scoring schemes: affine, concave, convex and arbitrary. All of these scoring 

schemes use an arbitrary function <5( a, b), for a, bEE, to score the aligned pairs. The 

difference is in the scoring of gaps. In a symbol-based scheme, <5 is extended to be 

defined over an additional symbol c not in E, and the score of an unaligned symbol a 

is given by <5( a, c). The score of a gap aik+! aik+2 ... aik+l-l is the sum of the scores of 

the individual unaligned symbols or L~'::i~~ll <5(ap , c). The cost of gaps in B is defined 

symmetrically. 

For the gap penalty models, the cost of a gap is solely a function of its length 

(and thus symbol independent). In such a scheme, an additional function w(k) gives 

the cost of a gap of length k. The four gap penalty scoring schemes specify four 

different classes of w functions. In an affine scoring scheme, w is a linear function 

of k, or w(k) = e . k + c for given "gap extension" and "gap creation" constants 

e > 0 and c ;::: O. For the concave schemes, w must be concave in the sense that 

its forward differences are non-increasing, or ~w(l) ;::: ~w(2) ;::: ~w(3) ;::: ... , where 

~w(k) = w(k + 1) - w(k). The convex scoring schemes require convex functions 
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whose forward differences are non-decreasing, i.e . .6.w(1) ~ .6.w(2) ~ .6.w(3) ~ .... 

The arbitrary gap penalty scheme allows any function w. 

The solutions to all of the problems described above, for any combination of pat

tern language class and scoring scheme, share a common alignment-graph/dynamic

programming framework. This framework uses four major steps in developing the 

algorithm from the specific problem definition. The first step constructs a state ma

chine equivalent to the pattern, i.e. a machine which accepts the same language as the 

pattern expression. Second, the matching problem is recast as the problem of finding 

the cost of a shortest source-to-sink path in an alignment graph constructed from the 

sequence/pattern input to the problem. The reduction is such that each edge corre

sponds to a gap or aligned pair and is weighted according to the cost of that item. 

The correctness and inductive nature of the construction follows from the feature 

that every path between two vertices models an alignment between corresponding 

substrings/subpatterns of the inputs. In the third major step, dynamic programming 

reCUr7'ences are derived from this graph which compute the shortest path costs from 

the source to each vertex. In all cases we seek the shortest path cost to a designated 

sink since every source-to-sink path models a complete alignment between the two 

inputs. Finally, algorithms solving these recurrences are given. 

2.1 Sequence Comparison 

Skipping the trivial solution to the exact matching problem, the algorithm solving 

sequence comparison under a symbol-based scoring scheme, SEQ(A, B, {h'}), gen

eralizes the edit distance and longest common subsequence algorithms presented in 

the introduction. This generalization was first given by Wagner and Fischer [WF74] 

and Sellers [SeI74a, Se174b] and differs from the other algorithms only in the use of 

the more general h' function scores, rather than the simpler ° and 1 scores. For this 

problem, the state machine for A is a row of states modeling the successive prefixes of 

A. The alignment graph construction takes the cross product of that state machine 

and a similar state machine for B. The resulting graph forms an ]V! + 1 by N + 1 grid 

or matrix with vertices denoted (i,j), for i E [0, M] and j E [0, N]. One such graph 
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Figure 2.2: The sequence vs. sequence alignment graph for A = ab and B = baa. 

is illustrated in Figure 2.2. For a vertex (i,j), there are up to three edges directed 

out of it: (1) a deletion edge to (i + 1,j) (iff i < M), (2) an insertion edge to (i,j + 1) 

(iff j < N), and (3) a substitution edge to (i + 1,j + 1) (iff i < M and j < N). These 

terms for the edge types stem from the edit distance problem. They are useful here 

in that they distinguish the cases where symbols of A are left unaligned (deletions) 

from those where symbols of B are left unaligned (insertions). 

In the resulting graph, all paths from source vertex (0,0) to sink vertex (M, N) 

model the set of all possible alignments between A and B with the following sim

ple interpretation: (1) a deletion edge to (i,j) models leaving ai unaligned and has 

weight 8(ai,C:), (2) an insertion edge to (i,j) models leaving bj unaligned and has 

weight 8(c:, bj), and (3) a substitution edge to (i,j) models aligning ai and bj and 

has weight 8(ai, bj). A simple induction shows that paths between vertices (i,j) and 

(k, h) (where i < k and j < h) are in one-to-one correspondence with alignments 

between ai+lai+2 ... ak and bj +lbj+2 ... bh , and their costs coincide. It thus follows 

that finding the optimal alignment between A and B is equivalent to finding a least 

cost path between the source and sink vertices. 

The dynamic programming principle of optimality holds here: the cost of the 

shortest path to (i,j) is the best of the costs of (a) the best path to (i -l,j) followed 

by the deletion of ai, (b) the best path to (i, j - 1) followed by the insertion of bj , 

or (c) the best path to (i - 1,j - 1) followed by the substitution of ai for bj • This 
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statement is formally embodied in the fundamental recurrence: 

Because the alignment graph is acyclic, the recurrence can be used to compute the 

shortest cost path to each vertex in any topological ordering of the vertices, e.g. row

or column-major order of the vertex matrix. Thus the desired value, CM,N, can be 

computed in O(M N) time. 

Waterman, Smith and Beyer [WSB76] first proposed the gap penalty scoring model 

and solved SEQ(A, B, {o, w}) for an arbitrary function w. Converting their solution 

to the alignment-graph/dynamic programming framework, the constructed alignment 

graph augments the alignment graph for SEQ( A, B, {o} ) with insertion and deletion 

edges that model multi-symbol gaps. These edges are needed because the cost of 

multi-symbol gaps is not necessarily additive in the symbols of the gap, i.e. w(k) # 
kw(l). From a vertex (i,j), there are now M- i deletion edges to vertices (i + 1,j), 

(i + 2,j), ... (M,j), where an edge from (i,j) to (k,j) models the gap that leaves 

ai+lai+2 ... ak unaligned and has cost w(k - i). Similarly, there are N - j insertion 

edges to vertices (i,j+1), (i,j+2), ... (i, N), where an edge from (i,j) to (i, k) models 

the gap that leaves bj+lbj+2" . bk unaligned and has cost w(k - j). The inductive 

invariant between alignments and paths still holds, but now the graph has a cubic 

number of edges. 

The cost of each incoming edge, plus the cost of the best path to its tail, must 

now be considered in computing the cost of the shortest path to (i,j). Thus, the 

recurrence becomes 

The alignment graph is still acyclic, so applying the recurrence to the vertices in any 

topological order computes the correct shortest path cost to (M, N). However each 

application of the recurrence requires O(M + N) time, yielding a O(M N(M + N)) 

algorithm. 

The inefficiency of the naive dynamic programming algorithm is that, for each i 

and j, it takes O(M) time to compute the "deletion" term mino$k<dCk,j + w(i - k)} 
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and O(N) time for the "insertion" term mino9<i{Ci,k + w(j - k)}. This is the 

best one can do given an arbitrary gap penalty function w. However, under a more 

restricted choice of w, the sequence of deletion term minimums computed across a 

given column can be exploited to improve to the running time of the algorithm as a 

whole. Specifically for a given column j, one needs to deliver the sequence of deletion 

terms, 

Di = min {Vk + w(i - k)} 
O~k<i 

(2.3) 

where Vk is Ck,j. Because the algorithm computes the Ci,i in topological order of the 

alignment graph, it follows that the algorithm requires the values of the terms Di in 

increasing order of i. Further note that while all the Vk are not known initially, those 

with k < i have been computed at the time the value of Di is requested. An identical, 

"one-dimensional" problem models the insertion term computations along each row. 

Thus a more efficient comparison algorithm results if we can compute all the Di in 

better than O(M2) time. 

Gotoh [Got82] recognized that for affine gap penalty functions w(k) = e· k + c, 

Equation 2.3 could be simplified to 

Di = min{ Vi-I + c + e, mi~ {Vk + w(i - k)} } 
O<k<I-I 

= min{ Vi-I + c+ e, -mi~ {Vk + w((i -1) - k) + e} } 
O<k<I-I 

= min{ Vi-I + c + e, Di-l + e }. 

Thus, the deletion and insertion terms can be computed in O(M) and O(N) time 

per row and column, resulting in an O(M N) algorithm solving the overall sequence 

comparison problem. 

For concave and convex gap penalties, two groups of papers have presented im

provements over the naive O(M2) algorithm. The first group [MM88a, GG89, HL87] 

employed the concept of a minimum envelope and its corresponding candidate list to 

improve the running time to O(M log M) time. In their algorithms, the key to achiev

ing a faster computation for Equation 2.3 is to capture the contribution of the kth 

term in the minimum, called candidate k, at all future values of i. To do so, let Ck( x) 

= Vk+w(x-k) be the candidate curve for candidate k, and let the minimum envelope 
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Figure 2.3: A minimum envelope Ei and its list representation. 
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at i be the function Ei{X) = mino9<dCk{x)} over domain x 2:: i. Each curve Ck cap

tures the future contribution of candidate k, and the envelope Ei captures the future 

contributions of the first i candidates. Simple algebra from the definitions reveals 

that Di = Ei{i). Thus our problem can be reduced to incrementally computing a 

representation of Ei for increasing i. That is, given a data structure modeling Ei, we 

need to efficiently construct a data structure modeling Ei+1{X) = min{Ei(x),Ci{x)}. 

Observe that each candidate curve is of the form a + w(f3 + x) for some a and f3 

(in the case of Ck{X), a = Vk and f3 = -k). Thus all candidate curves are simply a 

translation of the curve w{ x) by a and f3 in the y- and x-axes, respectively. Because 

every candidate is a translation of the same concave or convex curve, it follows that 

any pair of such curves intersect at most once, although the intersection may occur 

over an interval of x values as opposed to just a single point. To see this in the 

concave case, consider two curves C1(X) = a1 + W(f31 + x) and C2(X) = a2 + W(f32 + x), 

where without loss of generality assume f31 ::; f32. At any given x, curve 1 is rising 

faster than curve 2 because concavity assures us that D.W(f31 + x) 2:: D.W(f32 + x). 

(Recall that D.w(k) = w(k + 1) - w{k) is the forward difference of w.) Thus either 

curve 1 never intersects curve 2, or curve 1 starts below curve 2 for small x, rises to 

intersect it as x increases (potentially over an interval of x), and then stays above 

it for all larger x. A similar argument shows this "single intersection" property for 

convex curves. 
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The minimum envelope at i, Ei(X) = minO$k<i{Ck(x)}, is the minimum of a 

collection of variously translated copies of the same curve as illustrated in Figure 2.3. 

As such, the value of Ei at a given x is the value of some candidate curve Ck at x, in 

which case we say Ck represents Ei at x. Because these curves intersect each other 

at most once, it follows that a given candidate curve represents the envelope over a 

single interval of x values, if at all. Those candidates whose intervals are non-empty 

are termed active. Clearly, the set of intervals of active candidates partitions the 

domain of the envelope, and Ei can be modeled by an ordered list of these candidates, 

<c}, C2, .•. Ch>, in increasing order of the right endpoints of their intervals. The 

relevant information that needs to be recorded for an active candidate is captured 

in a record C = <0:' : real, {3 : integer, x : integer>. Record C encodes an active 

candidate k and its interval as follows: C.O:' = Vk, c.{3 = -k, and C.X gives the largest 

value of x at which Ck(X) = C.O:' + w(c.{3 + x) represents the envelope. Formally, the 

envelope represented by such a list of records is given by: 

(2.4) 

where for convenience we define Co.x = i - 1. By construction the candidates are 

ordered so that Cj_l.X < Cj.x. In addition, observe that, for concave curves, it is also 

true that Cj-l.{3 < Cj.{3 for all j because curves with small {3's rise more quickly than 

those with larger {3's. The inverse is true for convex curves. 

The equations above for Di and Ei+l in terms of Ei suggest that computationally 

it suffices to have the operations (1) Value (E) which delivers the value of envelope E 

at i, (2) Shift (E) which updates E for the shift from i-I to i, and (3) Add (E, Vi-d 
to add the effect of the new candidate curve Ci-l to E. Given these operations, the 

following algorithm computes the values of Di Equation 2.3: 

E ~ [] 
for i ~ 1 to M do 
{ E f- Add (Shift (E), Vi-d 

Di f- Value (E) 
} 

where [ ] denotes an empty candidate list. 
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Computationally, using a simple list data structure results in the following imple

mentations of Value, Shift and Add. Operation Value simply returns cI.a+w(cI.,B+i), 

where CI is the head of E. Operation Shift removes the head of E if C!.X = i-I, 

since that candidate becomes inactive at the current value of i. Considering oper

ation Add for the concave case, Ci-I'S interval of representation in the new enve

lope must either be empty or must span from i to the intersection point between 

Ci- I and the envelope modeled by E. This occurs because Ci-I has a smaller ,B 

value, -(i - 1), than any candidate in E and so rises faster than those candidates. 

Ci-I'S interval is empty if Vi-I + w(l) ~ CI.a + W(CI',B + i), and an unaltered E is 

returned in this case. Otherwise, the following steps create a candidate list mod

eling the new envelope: 1) remove Cll C2, ... ,Ch from E where, for all 1 :::; k :::; h, 

Vi-I + W( -(i - 1) + Ck.X) :::; ck.a + W(Ck.,B + Ck.X); 2) find the intersection point x 

between Ci - I and the surviving head of the list, which was Ch+1 in E; and 3) in

sert the record <Vi_I,i - l,x> as the new head. The removed candidates are now 

inactive because Ci - I is minimal over their intervals of representation, and the new 

candidate record models Ci-I'S role in the new envelope. Again, the inverse is true 

for convex curves. Testing and removing from the tail of the list implements Add for 

convex curves, since a new candidate's interval of representation must span from the 

intersection point to M. 

The time complexity of this algorithm is OeM) times the computation needed to 

find each intersection point in operation Add, because each candidate is inserted into 

and deleted from the list at most once. When the intersection point can be computed 

mathematically from W in 0(1) time, the algorithm runs in OeM) time. For a general 

concave or convex gap-cost function w, the intersection point can be found using a 

O(logM) binary search over the range [i,Ch+1'X] in the concave case and [Ch-I.X,M] 

in the convex case, assuming Ch, Ch+1, ... ,CIEI were removed in the convex Add. This 

gives an OeM log M) time bound for the algorithm. 

The second group of results [Wil88, GP89, KK90, Epp90] improve the 0(M2) 

running time of Equation 2.3 by employing a matrix searching technique originally 

presented in [AKM+87]. This technique computes a column minima problem over 
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Figure 2.4: Constructing the NFA F for a regular expression R. 

an upper triangular matrix where, in essence, each row k corresponds to the fu

ture values of candidate Ck and the minimal value along each column h corresponds 

to the solution for Dh in Equation 2.3. The algorithms for convex [Wil88, GP89] 

and concave curves [KK90] use this matrix searching technique to solve the one

dimensional problem in O(M) and O(M a(M)) time respectively, where a( ... ) is the 

inverse Ackermann function. Eppstein [Epp90] extends these results for piecewise 

convex/concave functions w with a resulting complexity of O(MS a(M/S)), where 

S is the number of pieces. These results are only mentioned here because they are 

not applicable to the regular expression with concave gap penalties problem solved 

in Chapter 3. 

2.2 Regular Expressions 

We now turn our attention to problems that involve generalizing B to a regular 

expression P. Recall that a regular expression over alphabet ~ is any expression 

built from symbols in ~ U {e} using the operations of concatenation (juxtaposition), 

alternation (I), and Kleene closure (*). The symbol e matches the empty string. For 

example, a(ble) Icb* denotes the set {ab,a,c,cb,cbb, ... }. 

There have been many results solving the exact matching problem. Most of these 

involve the construction of a finite automaton used to perform the matching [Mea.55, 
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Moo56, MY60, Brz64, Tho68, HU79, BS86, CP92]. The automaton construction 

algorithm presented below is used by Myers and Miller [MM89a] for their approximate 

matching solutions and is the construction used for the algorithms in Chapters 3, 4 

and 6. Formally, this non-deterministic finite automaton, or NFA, F = <V, E, A, (), ¢> 

consists of: (1) a set V of vertices, called statesj (2) a set E of directed edges between 

statesj (3) a function A assigning a "label", As E E U {e}, to each state Sj (4) a 

designated "source" state ()j and (5) a designated "sink" state ¢. Intuitively, F is a 

vertex-labeled directed graph with distinguished source and sink vertices. A directed 

path through F spells the sequence obtained by concatenating the non-e state labels 

along the path. L F( s ), the language accepted at s E V, is the set of sequences spelled 

on all paths from () to s. The language accepted by F is LF(¢). 

Any regular expression P of size N can be converted into an equivalent finite 

automaton F with the inductive construction depicted in Figure 2.4. For example, 

the figure shows that FRS is obtained by constructing FR and Fs , adding an edge from 

¢R to ()s, and designating ()R and ¢s as its source and sink states. After inductively 

constructing FR , an e-Iabeled start state is added as shown in the figure to arrive 

at F. This last step guarantees that the word spelled by a path is the sequence of 

symbols at the head of each edge, and is essential for the proper construction of the 

forthcoming alignment graph. 

A straightforward induction shows that automata constructed for regular expres

sions by the above process have the following properties: (1) the in-degree of () is OJ 

(2) the out-degree of ¢ is OJ (3) every state has an in-degree and an out-degree of 2 

or lessj and (4) IVI :5 21NI, i.e. the number of states in F is less than or equal to 

twice P's length. In addition, the structure of cycles in the graph <V, E> of F has a 

special property. Term those edges introduced from ¢R to ()R in the diagram of FR

as back edges, and term the rest DAG edges. Note that the graph restricted to the 

set of DAG edges is acyclic. Moreover, it can be shown that any cycle-free path in 

F has at most one back edge. Graphs with this property are commonly referred to 

as being reducible [A1l70] or as having a loop connectedness parameter of 1 [HU75]. 

In summary, the key observations are that for any regular expression P there is an 
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Figure 2.5: The regular expression alignment graph for A=ab and P=(alb)a*. 

NFA whose graph is reducible and whose size, measured in either vertices or edges, 

is linear in the length of P. 

For the symbol-based approximate matching problem RE(A, P, {8}) solved by 

Wagner and Seiferas [WS78] and Myers and Miller [MM89a]' the alignment graph for 

A versus P consists of M + 1 copies of F, as illustrated in Figure 2.5. Formally, the 

vertices are the pairs (i,s) where i E [O,M] and s E V. For every vertex (i,s) there 

are up to five edges directed into it. (1) If i > 0, then there is a deletion edge from 

(i - 1, s) that models leaving ai unaligned. (2) If s # {}, then for each state t such 

that t --7 s is an edge in F, there is insertion edge from (i, t) that models leaving 

..\s unaligned (in whatever word of P that is being spelled). (3) If i > ° and s # {}, 
then for each state t such that t --7 s, there is a substitution edge from (i - 1, t) that 

models aligning ai with ..\s. Note that by the construction of F, there are at most 

two insertion and two substitution edges out of each vertex, and O(M N) vertices and 

edges in the graph. 

Unlike the case of sequence comparison graphs, there can be many paths modeling 

a given alignment in this graph due to the fact that when ..\8 = e, insertion edges to s 

model leaving e unaligned and substitution edges to s model aligning ai with e. Such 

insertion edges insert nothing and thus are simply ignored. The substitution edges 
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are equivalent in effect to deletion edges. Regardless of this redundancy, it is still 

true that every path from (i,t) to (j,s) models an alignment between ai+Iai+2 ... aj 

and the word spelled on the heads of the edges in the path from t to s in F that is 

the "projection" of the alignment graph path. Moreover, every possible alignment 

is modeled by at least one path in the graph, and as long as null insertion edges 

are weighted 0 (by defining O"(.s,.s) = 0), the cost of paths and alignments coincide. 

Thus the problem of comparing A and P reduces to finding a least cost path between 

source vertex (0,0) and sink vertex (M, ¢). It is further shown in [MM89a] that all 

substitution and deletion edges entering .s-labeled vertices except 0 can be removed 

without destroying the property that there is a path corresponding to every possible 

alignment. These edges are removed in the example in Figure 2.5 to avoid a cluttered 

graph. 

As in the case of SEQ(A, B, {O"}), one can formulate a recurrence for the shortest 

path cost to a vertex in terms of the shortest paths to its predecessors in the alignment 

graph: 

Ci,s = min{ ~~{Cj-l,t + O"(ai'~s)}, Ci- I,., + O"(aj,.s), ~~{Ci,t + O"(.s)~s)}} (2.5) 

Note that cyclic dependencies can occur in this recurrence, because the underlying 

alignment graph can contain cycles of insertion edges. One may wonder how such 

a "cyclic" recurrence makes sense. Technically, what we seek is the maximum fixed 

point to the set of equations posed by the recurrence. For problem instances where 

0" is such that a negative cost cycle occurs, the "optimal" alignment always involves 

an infinite number of copies of the corresponding insertion gap and has cost -00. 

Such a negative cycle can easily be detected in O( N) time. For the more common 

and meaningful case where there are no negative weight cycles, the least cost path 

to any vertex must be cycle free, because any cycle adds a positive cost to the path. 

Moreover, by the reducibility of F it follows that any such path contains at most one 

back edge from each copy of F in the graph. 

Miller and Myers used the above observations to arrive at the following row-based 

algorithm where the recurrence at each vertex is evaluated in two "topological" sweeps 

of each copy of F: 



GO,9 ~ 0 
for s =1= e in topological order of DAG edges do 

Go s ~ min {Go t + o(c, As)} 
, t-+SEDAG ' 

for i ~ 1 to M do 
{ for s in topological order of DAG edges do 

Gj,s ~ min{ IJ2l~{Gj-I,t + o(aj, As)}, 
Gi-l,s + o( aj, c), 

min {Gj t + 8(c, As)} } 
t-+SEDAG t 

for s in topological order of DAG edges do 
Gj,s ~ min{ Gi,s, IJ2l~{ Gi,t + o(c, As)} } 

} 
"The score of the optimal alignment between A and P is GM,q," 
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The set DAG in the algorithm above refers to the set of all DAG edges in F. Since 

F restricted to the set of DAG edges is acyclic, a topological order for the for-loops 

exists. Observe that the algorithm takes O(M N) time since each minimum operation 

involves at most 5 terms. 

The algorithm sweeps the ith row twice in topological order, applying the relevant 

terms of the recurrence in each sweep. This suffices to correctly compute the values 

in the ith row, because any path from row i-I to row i is cycle free and consequently 

involves at most one back edge in row i. Suppose that a least cost path to vertex 

(i, s) enters row i at state t along a substitution or deletion edge from row i - 1. The 

least cost path from t to s consists of a sequence of DAG edges to a state, say v, 

followed possibly by a back edge v ~ wand another sequence of DAG edges from 

w to s. The first sweep correctly computes the value at (i, v), and the second sweep 

correctly computes the value at (i,w) and consequently at (i,s). 

Introducing gap penalty scoring schemes has an effect on the alignment graphs of 

RE( A, P, {8}) similar to that of the sequence comparison problem. The set of nodes 

remains unchanged, but extra edges must be added to represent the multi-symbol 

gaps. The extra deletion edges in the graphs for RE( A, P, {8, w}) are the same as 

in the graphs for SEQ(A, B, {8,w}), i.e. edges from vertex (i,s) to vertices (k,s), 

for k E [i + 1, M), each modeling the gap that leaves ai+lai+2 ... ak unaligned. For 

insertion edges the problem is more complex as there can be an infinite number of 

paths between two vertices in a row, each modeling the insertion of a different number 
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of symbols. Due to this increased generality, it appears very difficult to treat the case 

of arbitrary w. 

Myers and Miller [MM89a] present an O( M N (M + N)) algorithm for arbitrary, 

monotone increasing w, i.e. w(k) :::; w(k+ 1), and an O(M N) algorithm for affine gap 

costs. Beginning with the arbitrary, monotone increasing algorithm, the monotonicity 

of w implies that a path between vertices (i, t) and (i, s) corresponding to a least cost 

insertion gap is a path between t and s that spells the fewest non-c symbols. Let Gt,~, 

hereafter called the gap distance between t and s, be the number of non-c labeled 

states on such a path. Thus, it suffices to add a single edge from (i, t) to (i, s) of cost 

w( Gt,s) for every pair of vertices such that there is a path from t to s in F, denoted 

t ...;. s. Each of these insertion edges models an insertion gap of minimal cost over all 

gaps that leave a word spelled on the path from t to s unaligned. Precomputing Gt,s, 

for all pairs of t and s, is a discrete shortest paths problem over a reducible graph, 

and hence can be done in O(N2) time. 

The recurrence for the least cost path to vertex (i, s) in the alignment graph 

described above is as follows: 

min,{Gk,s + w(i - k)}, mip {Gi,t + w(Gt,s)}} 
O::;k<1 Vt:t-+s 

(2.6) 

Note that both the recurrence and the graph construction above require the assump

tion that w(O) = 0, as Gt,s can be 0 for some state pairs. The direct computation of 

this recurrences using the two-sweep, node-listing algorithm described above can find 

GM,r/> in O(M N(M + N)) time, as the deletion and insertion terms require O(M) and 

O( N) time per graph node. 

In [MM89a], Myers and Miller actually restrict the allowed functions w to those 

that are sub-additive, i.e. for all m and n, w(m+n):::; w(m)+w(n). This restriction 

is included to preclude sequences of insertion edges from consideration. When w is 

sub-additive, the minimal cost insertion gap from t to s must be a single insertion of 

a string spelled on a path from t to s rather than multiple insertions of smaller strings 

whose concatenation spells a path from t to s. However, if a sequence of insertion 

edges from t to s is minimal over all such edge sequences, then one can show that the 
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concatenation of the paths in F corresponding to the sequence of insertion edges must 

form an acyclic path in F. Since the recurrence above plus the two-sweep algorithm 

consider all combinations of insertion edges which map to acyclic paths in F, two 

sweeps suffice even when w is not sub-additive. 

In order to improve this algorithm for either the affine case considered here or the 

concave case presented in Chapter 3, the insertion terms min'v't:t~J Ci•t + w( Gt•s )} 

of Equation 2.6 must be computed in less than 0(N2) time. These insertion term 

computations along each row of the alignment graph are captured in the following 

one-dimensional problem: 

Is = min {Vi + w(Gt•s)} 
'v't:t~s 

(2.7) 

where Vi is Ci.t. For the affine case, Myers and Miller present an algorithm which 

effectively simplifies this recurrence to 

if >'s = e 

if >'s =1= c 

Using this simplification, along with the Gotoh's simplification of the deletion gap 

recurrence, yields an O(M N) complexity for the two-sweep algorithm as it takes 0(1) 

time to compute the recurrences at each vertex in the alignment graph. 

2.3 Extended Regular Expressions 

Extended regular expressions, as its name suggests, extends the set of regular ex

pression operators with two additional operators, intersection (&) and difference (-). 

The matches to expressions R & Sand R - S are defined as the set intersection and 

set difference, respectively, of the strings matching Rand S. So for example, the 

expression (a* b* cc & ab* c*) - a* bbbb* c* denotes the set of strings {acc, abcc, abbcc}. 

A variation of this set of operators, allowing intersection and complementation 

instead of intersection and difference, formed the original operator set in the initial 

papers [Kle56, Brz64] defining regular expressions. As regular expressions were origi

nally developed to describe nerve nets and logical circuits, the operators intersection 

and complementation naturally characterized the logical AND and NOT circuits. 
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We use the alternative version with a difference operator, because it results in more 

useful expressions for the super-pattern matching in Chapters 5 and 6. The two are 

essentially equivalent as R' (complement of R) equals 2;* - Rand R - S equals R & S'. 

Despite its long history, few papers have tackled the matching of extended regular 

expressions. One paper [BS86] actually considered the exact matching problem and 

then remarked that it could not be solved using the algorithms described in the 

paper. Only two efficient algorithms have appeared for the exact matching problem, 

one by Hopcroft and Ullman [HU79, Exercise 3.23] and one by Hirst [Hir89]. The 

approximate matching problem has not been considered previously, although Section 

4.2 may shed some light on this lack of results. 

Hopcroft and Ullman solve the exact matching problem between sequence A and 

extended regular expression P using an O( M3 N) dynamic programming algorithm. 

The algorithm computes the set of substrings of A matching each sub-expression of P 

in a bottom-up manner. A set of inductive recurrence rules, similar to the inductive 

NFA construction rules of Figure 2.4, sets the value of C(i,j, R) to either 1 or 0 

depending on whether ai+lai+2 ... aj matches the expression R. Specifically, the rules 

are: 

1. C(i,j,e:) = (i == j) 
2. C(i,j, a) = (i + 1 == j) /\ (aj == a) 
3. C(i,j, R I S) = C(i,j, R) V C(i,j, S) 
4. C(i,j, RS) = 3i $ k $ j : C(i, k, R) /\ C(k,j, S) 
5. C(i,j, R*) = (i == j) V 3i $ k $ j : C(i, k, R) /\ C(k,j, R*) 
6. C(i,j, R& S) = C(i,j, R) /\ C(i,j, S) 
7. C(i,j, R - S) = C(i,j, R) /\ C(i,j, S) 

where "==" denotes a boolean equality with true as 1 and false as O. Sequence A 

matches P iff C(O, M, P) equals 1. 

The complexity of this algorithm is O(M3 N), where M and N are the sizes of A 

and P, respectively. The algorithm computes the match between each sub-expression 

of P and all of the O( M2) substrings of A. In addition, the application of recurrences 

4 and 5 take an average O(M) time per substring of A. Curiously, with this algorithm, 

it is the concatenation and Kleene closure operations that directly account for the 

M3 behavio~, and not the new intersection and difference operations. 
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Hirst improved on this algorithm, although not its worst case complexity, by 

building a data structure based on the extended regular expression's parse tree and 

then using that to perform the matching. Although his specific algorithm is rather 

involved, the concepts and techniques used in that algorithm can be described by a 

tree marking algorithm. In this algorithm, the sequence A is scanned left to right and, 

for each successive symbol, the nodes of parse tree for P are annotated with two types 

of marks, one marking the sub-expressions to be matched against the substring of A 

not yet scanned and the other marking sub-expressions which have been completely 

matched against a suffix of the substring already scanned. Figure 2.6a gives the 

sequence of markings for an example sequence and simple regular expression, where 

the circles mark the sub-expressions to be matched and the diamond mark the sub

expressions which have been matched. Henceforth, the two types of marks will be 

denoted using the terms circle and diamond. 

The algorithm begins by marking the root of the parse tree with a circle. It 

then follows a set of rules to generate the rest of the markings on the tree. The 

rules themselves are straightforward, given an understanding of the concatenation, 

alternation and Kleene closure operations (the intersection and difference operations 

are discussed momentarily). For instance, three rules govern a sub-tree whose root 

represents a concatenation operation: (1) when the root is marked with a circle, 

mark the leftmost sub-tree with a circle; (2) when a sub-tree of the root, except the 

rightmost sub-tree, is marked with a diamond, mark its right sibling with a circle; 

(3) when the rightmost sub-tree has a diamond mark, mark the root with a diamond. 

Once the markings on the tree are complete, i.e. no more rules apply, then the next 

symbol in the input is scanned and all nodes which are labeled with that symbol and 

marked with a circle are now marked with a diamond. All of the previous markings 

are then removed, and the rules are again applied to the new markings. This process 

ends when the last symbol of the sequence has been scanned and a complete set of 

markings has been generated. If the root of the tree is marked with a diamond, then 

the sequence A is accepted as a sequence in the language of the extended regular 

expreSSIOn. 
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When the extended regular expression contains intersection and difference opera

tors, the situation becomes more complex. The complexity results from the require

ment that, with a sub-expression such as R& S, the matches to Rand S occur with 

the same substring of A. In an algorithm which scans the text from left to right, this 

implies that extra information must be maintained for the currently active matches 

to sub-expressions of P. This extra information is used to guarantee that only valid 

matches to R& S can be computed from the matches to R and the matches to S, 

and similarly for the R - S sub-expressions. For expressions containing no nested 

intersection or difference operators, Hirst creates this extra state information by du

plicating the sub-tree of each intersection and difference node for each text position 

at which a potential match to that sub-expression could begin. Figure 2.6b illustrates 

this for an expression with one intersection operator. This duplication ensures that 

when the sub-tree for both Rand S have been matched in one of the duplicates, then 

a valid match to R & S has occurred. Similarly, a valid match for R - S occurs when 

a match to R but no match to S occurs in one of the duplicates. 

When nested intersection and difference operators occur in the extended regular 

expression, the data structure used by Hirst's algorithm becomes that of Figure 2.6c. 

Rather than blindly creating duplicates within the duplicated sub-trees, only one 

duplicate of each intersection and difference sub-tree is created per text position. 

Extra links connect the nested duplicates to each of the higher level duplicated sub

trees for which a valid match to the nested sub-expression could extend the match 

to the higher level sub-expression. The algorithm performs the normal tree marking 

algorithm on all of the duplicated sub-trees, but reports matches to intersection and 

difference sub-expressions along all of its connecting extra links. 

The basic tree marking algorithm used for the regular expression operators runs 

in O(N) time per symbol of A. Hirst's actual algorithm also runs in O(N) time per 

symbol, but improves the constant factor using a more efficient method for generating 

the marks on the tree. The complete algorithm's worst-case behavior results from the 

O( M3 N) time required to construct and maintain the duplicate sub-trees and extra 

links for the intersection and difference operators. For each "row" of duplicated sub-
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trees, a completed match to the intersection or difference sub-expression may have 

to be reported to O( M) higher level duplicates modeling the various matches to the 

enclosing intersection or difference sub-expression. Thus, the processing of each "row" 

can take O(M2) time per text position. Multiplying by the number of possible rows 

and text positions gives the O(M3 N) time bound. Note, however, that this worst

case complexity does not reflect the behavior of the algorithm for many extended 

regular expressions, unlike the Hopcroft-Ullman algorithm. The actual time taken by 

the algorithm depends on the structure of the extended regular expression and the 

number of substrings matching each intersection and difference sub-expression. In 

many cases, that time will be less than O(M3 N). 



CHAPTER 3 

APPROXIMATE REGULAR EXPRESSION PATTERN 
MATCHING WITH CONCAVE GAP PENALTIES 
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The approximate regular expression pattern matching problem with concave gap 

penalties involves finding the score of the optimal alignment between a sequence 

A = ala2 ... aM and a regular expression P of size N. The various alignments are 

scored using the concave gap penalty scoring scheme S = {8, w} described in Chapter 

2. Section 2.1 presents the O(MN(logM + 10gN)) solution to SEQ(A, B, {8,w}) 

with concave w, i.e. the sequence comparison problem with concave gap penalties, and 

Section 2.2 presents the O(M N(M +N)) solution to RE(A, P, {8, w}) with monotone 

increasing but otherwise arbitrary w. Here, N denotes the size of either B or P. This 

chapter combines the techniques used in those two algorithms to solve RE(A, P, 

{8, w} ) with concave w in O( M N (log M + log2 N)) time. However, this merger is not 

straightforward, requiring an applicative implementation of the candidate lists used 

in the sequence comparison problem (see Section 2.1) and the use of a stack of those 

candidate lists by the new algorithm. 

The O(M N(M + N)) regular expression algorithm from Section 2.2 can be im

proved to O(M N(log M + log2 N)), when w is restricted to a concave function, by 

more efficiently computing Equation 2.6 for each node (i, s) in the alignment graph. 

Specifically, this improvement comes from the insertion and deletion terms of Equa

tion 2.6 along each row and column of the alignment graph, isolated here in terms of 

the following one-dimensional pmblems: 

Di = min {Vk + w(k - in 
O~k<i 

Is = mip {"\It + w(Gt,s)} 
Vt:t-+s 

The sub-cubic complexity of the algorithm solving RE(A,P ,{ 8, w}) with concave w 

rests on computing (1) the Di values in less than O(M2) time and (2) the Is values in 
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less than O(N2) time. Note that Equation 2.6 and these one-dimensional recurrences 

actually only hold for the concave gap penalty problem when w is also monotone 

increasing, but, as is discussed below, the concave functions which are not monotone 

increasing can be treated using a variation of the solution for the monotone increasing 

case. 

One of the algorithms in Section 2.1 solves the deletion term recur~ence above in 

O( M log M) time by using minimum envelopes and their candidate list implementa

tion. This chapter presents an O(N log2 N) algorithm for computing the Is values 

by combining the minimum envelope techniques with the two-sweep, node-listing ap

proach used in approximate regular expression matching. Section 3.1 presents the 

minimum envelope characterization of the insertion term recurrence above and reim

plements the candidate list data structure in order to handle the greater complexities 

of that recurrence. Sections 3.2 and 3.3 then give the algorithms for each of the two 

sweeps used to compute the Is values. The complete algorithm solving RE(A, P, 

{J, w}) is the two-sweep, node-listing algorithm of Section 2.2, which computes the 

shortest paths to each vertex in the alignment graph row by row. For each graph row 

i, the algorithm uses O(M) candidate lists to deliver the deletion and substitution 

terms of Equation 2.6 to the computations given in Section 3.2 and 3.3. They then 

deliver the final Gi,s values, for each vertex (i, s) in the row. 

In the treatment that follows, we focus only on the case where w, in addition to 

being concave, is monotone increasing. This is because the problems involving more 

general concave w can be solved using the monotone increasing solution, as follows. 

If w is concave but not monotone increasing, then the values of w(k) rise to a global 

maximum and then descend to -00 as k increases. Under this function, a best scoring 

insertion gap involves either the shortest or the longest sequence of symbols spelled 

on a path from t to s in F. When P contains at least one Kleene closure operator, 

the Kleene closure admits arbitrarily long gaps scoring -00, and consequently such 

matching problems are ill-posed. However, when P contains no Kleene closures and 

F is acyclic, then the problem is always well posed and involves an additional term 

minVt:t.!ts {Gi,t + w( Lt,s)} in Equation 2.6. Lt,s is the largest number of non-£ symbols 
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spelled on a path from t to s. The first sweep algorithm in Section 3.2 can be modified 

to correctly solve for this additional term by replacing each instance of Gt,s with Lt,s 

in the equations and algorithms of that section. The second sweep algorithm is not 

needed, since there are no cycles in the alignment graph. The complete algorithm 

for problems with concave but not monotone increasing w concurrently executes two 

versions of the algorithms in Section 3.2, one computing with Gt,s values and the 

other computing with Lt,s values. The value of each Cj,s is the minimum of the two 

computations at i and s. 

3.1 Generalizing the Minimunl Envelopes 

For this problem, an envelope at s or Es captures the future contribution of s's 

predecessors and is used to expedite the computation of I-values at the successors to 

s. What is desired at each s is 

Es{x) = mip {\It + w{Gt,s + x)} 
Vt:t-ts 

whereupon the desired C-value at each vertex is simply Es{O). Note that in the 

minimum above, there is a single term or candidate for each state of the automaton. 

Because states and candidates are in one-to-one correspondence, candidates in an 

envelope will often be referred to or characterized in terms of their originating states. 

These envelopes are actually arrived at in two topological sweeps of F, as part 

of the overall two-sweep algorithm proceeding across each alignment graph row. In 

the first sweep, the envelopes E1s consider only gaps whose underlying paths are 

restricted to DAG edges, and the second sweep envelopes E2s consider the gaps 

whose paths have exactly one back edge. Formally, 

Els{x) = mip {\It + w{Gt,s + x) It"'; s E DAG*} 
Vt:t-ts 

E2s{x) = mip {\It + w{Gt,s + x) It"'; s E DAG* x BCl{ x DAG*} 
Vt:t-ts 

Because only cycle free paths must be considered, it follows that Es{x) = min{Els{x), 

E2s{x)} and Cj,s = Es{O). In the remainder of this chapter, the path restriction 
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clauses DAG* and DAG* x Be f{ x DAG* in the definitions above are omitted and 

assumed by the use of either a 1 or a 2 in the name of the defined quantity. As will be 

seen, the envelopes E1 and E2 are actually modeled by a collection of up to O(log P) 

distinct candidate lists. 

Unfortunately, the more complex structure of the NFA F gives rise to a number 

of complications, requiring a more general data structure modeling the minimum 

envelopes. First, in the simpler sequence comparison context, it is natural to use the 

coordinate system of the alignment graph as a frame of reference for x, i.e. Ej(x) is 

the value Ej contributes to the vertex in column x. The analogous definition in the 

case of regular expressions is to define Es(x) to be the value that Es contributes to 

any state whose gap distance from the start state, (), is x. However, this fails for 

regular expressions because there are automata for which two states at equal gap 

distance from () are at distinct gap distances from s. It is thus essential to make s 

the referent of the parameter x. Specifically, Es must be constructed so that Es(x) 

is the value envelope Es contributes to any state whose gap distance from s is x. 

Also, unlike the sequence comparison case, there are state pairs t and s whose 

gap distance Gt,s is O. The algorithms of Sections 3.2 and 3.3 are greatly simplified 

when the candidates from such states t can be included into the candidate lists at 

s, instead of delaying their inclusion until some future s whose gap distance from t 

is non-zero. However, candidates with a ,a-value of 0 cannot be treated under the 

minimum envelope formulation of Section 2.1, because w is defined to be concave only 

for values k ;::: 1, and w(l) - w(O) might not be greater than or equal to w(2) - w(l). 

The candidate list implementation must be extended to handle these zero ,B-valued 

candidates separately. 

The most significant complication arises because of the multiple paths introduced 

by alternation and Kleene closure sub-automata. Any incremental algorithm building 

each E8 from s's immediate predecessors must use the envelope at each ()Rls and ()R

at two different successors. The construction at those two successor states, which 

make different alterations to the original envelope, cannot be allowed to affect each 

other. The implementation of candidate lists modeling an envelope must be made 
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persistent or applicable, so that the construction occurring along each path through 

F does not affect the construction on concurrent paths. 

At each <PR I s and <PRo state, the candidate lists for that state's two predecessors 

must be merged, in some fashion, so that ErPR1S or ErPRO contains the union of the 

candidates at the predecessors. This could easily be done using either a merge sort 

style sweep through the active candidates of the two lists or by adding the active 

candidates from one list into the other. However, because the candidate lists can 

be of size O(N), such a merge operation at each <PRls and <PRo yields an O(N2) 

time bound. Barring a more efficient merge operation, it does not appear than any 

algorithm using either a single or constant number of candidate lists can compute the 

Is values in less than O(N2) time. Too many candidates occur in both envelopes in 

the merges: either 1) candidates from the same state t occurring in the lists being 

merged at a single (JRI s or (JRo, or, more subtle duplication, 2) candidates from a state 

t needed in the series of final states occurring when F contains highly nested F R I s 

and FRo sub-automata. 

Given these complications, the algorithms solving RE( A, R, {o, w}) require a 

more generalized implementation of candidate lists. Proceeding formally, let E be 

a candidate list data structure modeling a minimum envelope, and let E( x) denote 

the value of the encoded envelope at x. The goal is to develop applicative, i.e. non

destructive, procedures for these four operations: 

(1) Value(E,x): returns E(x) when x ~ O. 
(2) Shift(E,D.): returns a candidate list E' for which E'(x) = E(x + D.) 

when D. ~ O. 
(3) Add(E,a:,f3): returns a candidate list for E'(x) = min{E(x), a: + w(f3 + x)} 

when f3 > O. 
(4) Merge (El, E2): returns a candidate list E'(x) = min{El(x), E2(x)}. 

The rest of this section shows how the first three operations above can be accomplished 

in logarithmic time. Then, operation Merge simply uses Add to add the candidates 

from the shorter list into the longer list, as follows: 



Merge {E1, E2) 
{ if Len{E1) ~ Len{E2) 

then E f- E1j E' f- E2 
else E f- E2j E' f- E1 

for c E E do 

} 

E' f- Add (E', c.a, c.f3) 
return E' 
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Since the active candidates of E' must also be active candidates in E1 and E2, the 

minimum envelope formed from combining the active candidates of E1 and E2 models 

min{E1{x), E2{x)} for all x. The time complexity for this operation is the length of 

the smaller candidate list times the logarithmic cost for each Add. 

These candidate list operations, and the "frame shift" required by the regular 

expression algorithm, generalize the one-dimensional problem of Section 2.1 in the 

following manner. Ei{X) is now defined over the domain x ;:::: 0 and equals the 

contribution of the envelope at i to the vertex at column i + x (as opposed to the one 

at column x). Formally, Ei(X) = mino<k<dCk(i+x)} for x ;:::: o. Some straightforward 

algebra reveals that this new definition now implies that Di = Ei(O) and Ei+1(x) = 
min{Ei{x + 1), Ci(x + (i + 1))}. As before, the envelope is modeled by an ordered list 

of candidate records, but now c.f3 = i - k and c.x is the largest value of x at which 

Ck(i + x) represents the envelope. With these changes, the following variation of the 

algorithm in Section 2.1 correctly computes the Di values specified by Equation 2.3: 

E f- [] 

for i f- 1 to M do 
{ E f- Add(Shift(E, 1), Vi-I, 1) 

Di f- Value (E, 0) 
} 

3.1.1 Operations Value, Shift and Add 

To simplify the initial development of the operations, we first look at the effect each 

operator has on the candidate list E without regard to efficiency or the method via 

which the list is implemented. The following operations, in addition to the typical 

list operations, are assumed. Their implementation is discussed in the next section. 



(1) e(x): for candidate record e, returns e.G + w(e.{3 + x). 
(2) Findmin(k: P(k)): returns minimal k s.t. predicate P(k) is true 

(or 00 if its never true). 
(3) Findmax(k : P(k)): returns maximal k s.t. predicate P(k) is true 

(or 0 if its never true). 
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(4) Intersect(e,f): for records e and f, returns the maximal x s.t. e(x) < f(x). 
(5) Offset(E, .6.): returns E' s.t. for all i, Et.{3 = Ej.{3 +.6. and Et.x = Ej.x -.6.. 

Findmin and Findmax are used to perform searches over a candidate list E, and as 

such the index k ranges over [1, lEI]. All the predicates P(k) that occur in the calls 

to Findmin below are nondecreasing in that P(k) :;; P(k + 1) for all k, where false is 

considered to be less than true. Similarly, all the predicates used in calls to Findmax 

are nonincreasing. Note that from an implementation perspective, this implies that 

a binary search can be used. In the event that P(k) is false for all k, the description 

above states that Findmin returns 00. We will use 00 in such contexts to denote a 

number that is sufficiently large. In all cases such a number is easy to arrive at, e.g. 

lEI + 1 in the case that the predicate of Findmin is defined over list E. 

Figure 3.1 presents the procedures implementing Value, Shift, and Add. The 

realization of operation Value follows directly from Equation 2.4 in Section 2.1. The 

call to Findmin sets j to the index of the candidate whose interval contains x, i.e. 

x E [lp(j) , rp(j)] , and then the value Ej(x) is returned. For the 00 occurring in Value, 

an appropriate choice when solving RE(A, R, {8,w}) is w(I)· (M + p) + 1. 

Operation Shift must add .6. to each record's {3-field and subtract .6. from each 

record's x-field, since in the desired envelope Ek.{3 = Ek.{3 +.6. and Ek.x = Ek.x -.6.. 

However, some candidates become inactive because the right end of their intervals 

become less than 0 in the new envelope. Specifically, this is true exactly for those 

candidates whose x-field is less than.6.. Because record in the list appear in increasing 

order of this field, the call to Findmin finds the leftmost candidate which remains 

active. The sublist to the right of that candidate, inclusively, is extracted from E. 

Then, operation Offset updates the x- and {3-fields of the remaining candidates. 

Add is the most complex, potentially requiring the replacement of an interior 

sublist of the current envelope with the new candidate, as shown in Figure 3.2. Recall 

that the candidates in a list occur in increasing order of their {3-fields. Thus, the new 



rp(k) _ Ek.x 
Ip(k) _ if k = 1 then 0 else Ek_1.X + 1 

# the rightmost point of Ek 
# the leftmost point of Ek 

RE(k) == m = 0 or Ek(rp(k)) ::; 0' + w({3 + rp(k)) # In Add, these test to see 
LE(k) == m = lEI or Ek(lP(k)) ::; 0' + w({3 + Ip(k)) # if Ek is minimal at 

Value (E, x) 

# rp(k) and Ip(k), resp. 

Add (E, 0', (3) 
{ if lEI = 0 then return [<O',{3,oo>] 

m t- Findmax(k : (3 ;::: Ek.(3) 
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{ if lEI = 0 then return 00 
j t- Findmin (k : x ::; rp(k)) 
return Ej(x) 

} 

if RE(m) and LE(m + 1) then return E 
It- Findmax(k: k ::; m & LE(k)) 

Shift (E, b.) 
{ if lEI = 0 then return E 

} 

j t- Findmin (k : Ll ::; rp(k)) 
F t- Offset (Ej .. IEI, b.) 
return F 

} 

h t- Findmin(k : k > m & RE(k)) 
F t- Append(E1..l' [<0', (3, 00>], Eh .. IE1 ) 
if I> 0 then 

~.x t- Intersect(~'~+l) 
if h ::; lEI then 

~+l'X t- Intersect (~+l' F'+2) 
return F 

Figure 3.1: The procedures Value, Shift, and Add. 

candidate's interval of representation, if not empty, occurs between the candidates in 

E with lesser {3's and those with greater {3's. If the new candidate is not minimal at 

the division point between these two sublists of E, then its interval is empty because 

it falls more slowly than the candidates with smaller {3's (moving leftward) and rises 

more quickly than the candidates with larger {3's (moving rightward). The first call to 

Findmax finds the index m such that 1) Ek.{3 ::; (3 for aliI::; k ::; m and 2) Ek.{3 > (3 

for all m < k ::; lEI. Let rp = rp(m) when m > 0 and 0 otherwise, and let lp = 
lp(m + 1) when m < lEI and 00 otherwise!. The predicates RE(m) and LE(m + 1) 

compare the new candidate against Em and Em+! at rp and ip, respectively. They 

also include clauses "m = 0" and "m = lEI" which check for the boundary conditions. 

If both RE(m) and LE(m + 1) are true, then the new candidate cannot contribute 

to the left of rp or to the right of lp and its interval of representation must be empty. 

1 N suffices here as longer gap distances will not be encountered. Similarly M and N suffice for 
the one-dimensional column and row problems posed in SEQ(A, B, {d,w}). 



candidates with smaller candidates with larger 
~-values ~-values 

left o intersection 
point 

rp Ip 
right 

intersection P 
point 

Figure 3.2: Adding a curve to an minimum envelope. 

In this case, Add simply returns the unaltered list E. 
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The alternative is that at least one of the predicates RE( m) or LE( m + 1) is 

false, in which case the candidate represents the desired envelope over some interval 

containing either Ip or rp, or both. Thus, it suffices to find the left and right points 

XI E [0, rp] (or XI = Ip if RE(m) is false) and Xh E [Ip, 00] (or Xh = rp if LE(m + 1) 

is false) where the new candidate intersects the envelope for E. The call to Findmax 

finds the rightmost candidate, I, which is less than the candidate at the left endpoint 

of I's interva1. Either candidate I's interval contains the left intersection point, or 

1 = m and the left intersection point is Ip. The call to Findmin similarly returns the 

candidate, h, containing the right intersection point. Add then replaces the candidates 

strictly between 1 and h with the new candidate. This is correct, as the new candidate 

represents E'(x) over the intervals of the candidates just removed. Finally, the exact 

location of the left and right intersection points must be stored in the x-fields of the 

records for 1 and the new candidate, respectively. The call, Intersect (Fi, F,+d finds 

the left endpoint as F,+! is the new candidate record, and the call Intersect (Fi+!, F'+2) 

finds the right endpoint. 

3.1.2 Implementing the Candidate Lists 

Attention is now turned to the efficient implementation of the candidate list data 

structure. Each candidate list is implemented as a height-balanced tree of candidate 

records such that the list is given by an inorder traversal of the tree. This well-known 
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representation for a linear list [Knu73, pages 463-468] permits all of the typical list 

operations, plus the binary search used by Findmax and Findmin, in either constant 

or logarithmic time of the length of the list. In addition, Myers [Mye84] presents an 

implementation for applicatively manipulating height-balanced trees at no additional 

time overhead. This implementation simply modifies the standard operations to make 

copies of any vertices that normally would be destructively modified. Note that this 

approach does require extra space: each O(log N) operation takes O(log N) space as 

well. 

Primitive operation (4), Intersect (e, j), involves the monotone predicate e( x) < 

f( x) whose range is restricted to x E [0, N], because of the single intersection property 

of concave curves and because N is the largest possible gap distance between any 

two states. Thus an O(log N) binary search over this range implements Intersect. 

Operation Offset (E, tl), primitive operation (5), can be realized in 0(1) time over 

a height-balanced tree as noted for link-cut trees [ST85]. The "trick" is to store the 

{3 and x values for a candidate record as offsets relative to the {3 and x values at 

the parent of the candidate in the tree. With such a scheme, Ej.{3 is obtained by 

summing the (3-offsets of the vertices on the path from the root of E's tree to the 

vertex representing candidate i. Since this path must be traversed in order to access 

candidate i, the computation accrues no asymptotic overhead. With this structure, 

Offset(E, tl) simply involves adding and subtracting tl to the (3 and x values at the 

root. 

Whenever the structure of the tree is modified by an operation, such as a height 

balancing rotation, one must carefully readjust the offsets stored at each vertex. For 

example, consider the rotation from x( a, y( b, c)) to y( x( a, b) , c) where x( L, R) denotes 

a tree node x with left and right children Land R. Then, if x.off denotes the offset 

before and x.off' denotes the offset after, it suffices to set y.off' = x.off + y.off, 

x.off' = -y.off, a.off' = a.off, b.off' = b.off + y.off, and c.off' = c.off in order 

to preserve all absolute values. These changes are made during the rotation at no 

additional asymptotic overhead. Such value-preserving transforms are available for 

the other necessary rotation operations. A complete description of one such schema 
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is given in [ST85]. 

The final consideration is the extension of candidate lists to include candidates 

whose ,B-value is zero. These extended lists consist of two parts: E.list, a "standard" 

envelope for the candidates whose ,B-value is greater than zero; and E.a:O, the a: value 

of the best candidate with a,B of zero. For such a modified data structure, the rou

tines Value+, Shift+' and Add+ below give the necessary operational extensions. To 

simplify the algorithm descriptions presented in the rest of the paper, the + symbols 

will be omitted and assumed by the use of Value, Shift and Add. 

Value+(E,x) 
{ a ~E.OIO + w(x) 

} 

b ~ Value (E.lis~ x) 
return min {a, b} 

Shift+(E, ~) 
{ if ~ = 0 then return E 

E.list ~ Shift (E.lis~~) 
if E.o:O =I 00 then 

} 

{ E.listf- Add (E.list, E.OIO,~) 
E.a:O ~oo 

} 
return E 

3.2 The First Sweep Algorithm 

Add+(E, 0:, (3) 
{ if {3 = 0 then 

} 

E.OIO ~min{E.OIO, OI} 
else 

E.list ~Add (E.list, 01, (3) 
return E 

In the computation of envelope EIs{x) = mip {\It + w{Gt •s + x)} at each state s 
Yt:t-+s 

in F, the first sweep algorithm need only consider the subgraph of F restricted to 

DAG edges. Over this acyclic subgraph, the set of predecessors of state s are those 

states t where t ..;. s, and they are all enmnerated before s in a topological sweep of 

F. These predecessors are partitioned into two sets, the up predecessors and down 

predecessors at s, and their candidates are stored in two data structures, called the 

up list and down list. This division is based on the predecessors' position, relative 

to s, in the nesting structure of F induced by Kleene closures and alternations in P. 

This notion of up and down can be better illustrated by hypothetically extending the 

two-dimensional NFA's illustrations into a third dimension. The positions of states 

in that third dimension depend on their position in the nesting of alternation and 

Kleene closure sub-automata of F. The highest tier of states contain all of the states 

in F which are outside any FRls or FRO sub-automaton. States in successively nested 

sub-automata are placed in successively lower tiers, and the most deeply nested sub-
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automaton's states make up the lowest tier. The descriptive terms "up" and "down" 

used in this section refer to the directions up and down in this third dimension. 

To capture this nesting structure and each state's position in the nesting, a nesting 

tree is constructed from F. The formal inductive construction is specified in Figure 

3.3, and an example tree is also given. Informally, the nesting tree consists of a node 

corresponding to the subexpression formed by each alternation and Kleene closure 

operator in P and a root node corresponding to P itself. The edges of the tree 

model the immediate nesting structure of node subexpressions. A node's submachine 

is that sub-automaton in F induced by the node's subexpression. Each node of the 

nesting tree is also annotated with a node set consisting of those NFA states in the 

node's submachine except (1) its start and final states, and (2) those belonging to 

any descendant node. Thus, the node sets partition the states of F, and the relative 

position of two states in the nesting of submachines is mirrored in the relative position 

of the states in the tree. For a state s, let Ns denote the unique node whose node set 

contains s. 

The up predecessors of a state s are those states t for which t ...; sand Ns ...; Nt, 

i.e. Ns is an ancestor of Nt in the nesting tree. All other predecessors of s are down 

predecessors. They are so named because any NFA path from a down predecessor 

t to s contains edges which correspond to moving down the nesting tree. Given 

the partition of predecessors into up and down types, one can then decompose the 

computation of E1s into the computation of: 

EU1s(x) = mip {lit + w(Gt•s + x) I NIJ ...; Nt} 
Vt:t-l>s 

EH1s(x) = mip {lit + w(Gt.8 + x) I Ns -l+ Nt} 
Vt:t-l>s 

where E1s(x) = min{EU1s(x),EH1s(x)}. The rest of this section is devoted to 

presenting the construction of the up and down list data structures, showing that these 

constructions model envelopes EU1 and EHI respectively, and giving complexity 

claims for the construction algorithms. 

Both the up and down lists at a state s are constructed incrementally from the 

lists at s's predecessor states. To illustrate these incremental computations, flow 
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Figure 3.3: The nesting tree construction and an example nesting tree. 
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graphs called the up tree and down tree are used to show the movement of candidate 

curves through the data structures constructed at each state. Figure 3.4 gives the 

inductive construction of the flow graphs. Figures 3.5 and 3.6 give example up and 

down trees over an NFA. The incoming edges at each point in the two trees describe 

the candidates and candidate lists which must be included in the construction of the 

two data structures at each state. The up tree edges, down tree edges and connecting 

edges specify the inclusion of the up or down list from a predecessor state. The 

candidate insertion edges specify the insertion of that state's candidate curve into the 

up list. These flow graphs are used only for illustration, so no proofs are given for 

the graphs' correctness. Such proofs, however, can be inferred from the correctness 

proofs given for the up and down list constructions. 

The overall structure of the construction algorithm consists of a for-loop ranging 

over the states in F in topological order. At each state, a construction step is applied 

to construct the up and down lists at that state. The construction step executed at a 

state s depends on s's state type. There are five state types, labeled 0 to 4 in Figure 

3.4. Figure 3.4 also gives the predecessor state notation which is used throughout 
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Type 0: 
Type 1: 
Type 2: 
Type 3: 
Type 4: 

The start state, 0 (no predecessor states). 
Inner start states in F R I S and FRo (predecessor state t). 
Inner start states in FRS and F (predecessor state t). 
The final state of FRls (predecessors tl and t2, t = ORIS)' 
The final state of FRo (predecessor tI, t = ORo). 

Figure 3.4: The inductive construction of the up and down trees at each state s. 
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this section. The single type 0 state is the start state 0, and it has no predecessors. 

Type 1 states are the start states of the sub-automata FR and Fs inside each FRls 

and FRo sub-automaton. t denotes the single predecessor of each type 1 state. Type 

2 states are the start states of Fs inside each FRS sub-automaton, and t also denotes 

the predecessor of each type 2 state. Type 3 and 4 states are final states of F R I sand 

FRo sub-automata, respectively. The predecessors of the type 3 states are tl = <PR, 

t2 = <Ps, and t = ORIS. The predecessors of the type 4 states are t = ORo and t1 = <PR. 

These five types categorize every state in an NFA, because each state must either 

be the initial state of a sub-automaton at some step in the inductive construction or 

must be the final state of an alternation or Kleene closure sub-automaton (this can 

be seen from Figure 3.4). 
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Figure 3.5: The up tree for the example NFA in Figure 3.3. 

3.2.1 The Up List Construction 

The up list data structure consists of a single candidate list, denoted Us, containing 

all of the candidates needed to model EU1 s' The construction steps for the up list 

are as follows: 

Type 0: 
Type 1: 
Type 2: 
Type 3: 

Type 4: 

Un ~ Add([ ], Vo, 0) 
Us ~ Add([], Va,O) 
Us ~ Add(Shift(Ut,>'s # c), Va,O) 
Us ~ Merge(Utl,Shift (Ut, Gt,s)) 
Us ~ Add(Merge(Us,Ut2 ), Va,O) 
Us ~ Add(Merge(Utl,Ut), Va,O) 

where [ ] denotes an empty candidate list and the expression >'s # c returns either 1 

or 0 if the expression is true or false. 

LEMMA 1. For any NFA F, the up lists Us constructed by the algorithm model 

EU1 s for every state s E F. 

Proof. By induction on s over the topological ordering of the states according to 

the DAG edges. For the base case s = () and all type 1 states, EU1s(x) = Va + w(x) 

since s itself is the only state which can reach s and appears in the nesting sub-tree 

rooted at Ns • Thus, adding s's candidate to an empty list constructs an envelope 
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modeling EUl s. The type 2 states are analogous to the sequence comparison recur

rence in that EUls(x) = min{EUlt((As f= c) + x), Va + w(x)}, and the construction 

first shifts Ut (if As f= c) and then adds s's candidate. The type 3 and 4 states are 

the most interesting cases. For the type 3 states, EUls can be rewritten as follows: 

EUls = minvv:v~s {Vv + w(Gv,s + x) I Ns ..; Nv} 
= mini minvv:v~tl{Vv + w(Gv,t! + x) I Nt! ..; Nv}, # states in FR 

minvv:v~t2{Vv + W(Gv,t2 + x) I Nt2 ..; Nv }, # states in Fs 
minvv:v~t{Vv + w(Gv,t + Gt,s + x) I Nt ..; Nv}, # ORIs up pred. 
Va + w(x) } # s's candidate 

= min{EUlt!(x), EUl t2 (x), EUlt(x + Gt,s), Va + w(x)} 

because (1) all paths to s must either originate from inside FR and Fs or must pass 

through t, (2) Gtl,s and Gt2,s equal 0, and (3) Nt = Ns --t Nt! = Nt2 . Thus, combining 

Utl , Ut2 , a shifted Ub and the candidate from s constructs a data structure modeling 

EUls. EUI at the type 4 states can be rewritten similarly. D 

The up list construction algorithm takes O( N log2 N) time, where N is the number 

of states in F. Technically, the original pattern matching problem defines N as the 

length of the regular expression P. The number of states in F, then, can range 

from N + I to 2N, depending on the sub-expressions of P. However, the complexity 

arguments that follow are clearer when presented using the number of states in F. 

Since, in terms of the order notation, the size of P and the number of states in F 

are essentially equal, any complexity argument using N as the number of states in F 

has an equivalent argument using N as the length of P. Henceforth, N refers to the 

number of states in F. 

In each construction step, the Add and Shift operations take O(log N) time, since 

each up list contains at most N candidates. Lemma 2 below shows that the Merge 

operations at the type 3 and 4 states use no more than N llog NJ Add operations 

over the course of the construction. Thus, the whole algorithm uses O( N log N) Add 

and Shift operations and takes O(N log2 N) time. 

LEMMA 2. For any NFA F with N states, the Merge operations in the up list 

construction require at most N llog N J Add operations. 
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Proof. Let the population of an envelope be the candidates, both active and 

inactive, in the envelope. So, for example, EUls's population is the set of up prede

cessors of s. Recall that Merge adds each candidate from the smaller candidate list 

into the larger, thereby constructing the candidate list for the merged envelope. Term 

this copying a candidate from one envelope to another. Define an operation M erge2 

which copies the candidates from the candidate list whose envelope has the smaller 

population into the list whose envelope has the larger population. Clearly, Merge2 

uses at least as many Add operations as Merge, and it sometimes may use more as 

the smaller candidate list can model the envelope with the larger population. 

The up list construction only merges envelopes with disjoint populations. This 

can be seen from the structure of the up tree in Figure 3.5, which forms a tree, laying 

on its side, with N leaves and a single root at the final state of F. Under Me rge 2, 

a particular state s's candidate is copied during a merge only when it appears in 

the envelope with smaller population. Thus, each time s's candidate is copied, the 

merged envelope's population must be at least twice the size of the input envelope 

containing s. Since the size of any up list's population is at most N, s's candidate can 

be copied at most llog N J times. This argument holds for each state in F, so at most 

N llog N J Add operations are used by Merge2 over the course of the construction. 

Therefore, no more than N llog N J Adds can be used under operation Merge. D 

3.2.2 The Down List Construction 

The down list data structure uses up to llog N J + 1 candidate lists to hold all of 

the candidate curves in EHl. Informally, the down list incorporates the candidates 

from the up lists at the predecessor of each type 1 state as the sweep passes into 

each alternation and Kleene closure sub-automaton. These incorporations construct a 

data structure modeling EHI because the down list at each s contains the candidates 

which move "up and then down" to s. When moving down at the type 1 states, the 

candidates which have moved up to predecessor state t (namely the candidates in the 

up list at t) must now be included in the down list at s. 

A simple construction algorithm uses only a single candidate list and calls oper-
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Figure 3.6: The example NFA's down tree. 

ation Merge at the type 1 states to incorporate each of the incoming up lists. This 

algorithm takes O(N2) time however, because too many of the up lists can contain 

O(N) active candidates. Instead, our algorithm uses up to llog NJ + 1 candidate lists 

and incorporates each up list in one of two ways, either (1) merging the up list into 

a designated candidate list Ho•s or (2) pushing the up list onto a stack of unmerged 

up lists HI •s , H2•s ,' •• ,Hk •. s, where ks is a top of stack pointer. By performing a 

"balancing act" between the cost of merging into Ho and the height of the stack, the 

overall time bound of the construction can be kept under O(N log2 N). The down 

list construction steps are as follows: 



Type 0: The start state, O. 
ke f- 0 
Ho,e f- [] 

Type 1: OR and Os in FRls and FR •. 
ks f- kt 
for i f- 0 to ks do 

Hi,s f- Shift (Hi,t, As i= c) 
if COPY1(t) then 

Ho,s f- Merge (Ho,s, Shift (Ub As i= c)) 
else 
{ ks f- ks + 1 

Hk"s f- Shift (Ub As i= c) 
} 

Type 2: Os in FRS and OR in P. 
ks f- kt 

for i f- 0 to ks do 
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Hi,s f- Shift (Hi,t, As i= c) 

Type 3: The final state of FRI s. 
ks f- kt 
for i f- 0 to ks do 

Hi,s f- Shift (Hi,t, Gt,s) 

Type 4: The final state of FR •. 
ks f- kt 
for i f- 0 to ks do 

Hi,s f- Hi,t 

In the construction, COPY1(t) denotes the decisions, called copy decisions, of whether 

to incorporate t's up list candidates by copying into Ho or by pushing t's up list on the 

stack. A copy decision is made at the start state of each alternation and Kleene closure 

sub-automaton. That decision governs the construction at each of the ~uccessor type 

1 states. As can be seen from the construction, these decisions do not affect the 

correctness of the algorithm, since the same set of candidates is added to the down 

list along each branch of the if. The procedure for making the copy decisions is 

presented later in this section during the complexity proof. 

LEMMA 3. For any state s in an arbitrary NFA F, the candidate lists Ho,s, HI,s, ... , 

Hk"s correctly model EH1s in that EHIs(x) = min{Ho,s(x), HI,s(x), ... , Hk"s(X)}. 

Proof. By induction on the topological ordering of the states. At 0, EHIe 

contains no candidates (Ne is the root). For the type 2, 3 and 4 states, EHIs(x) = 

EHIt( Gt,s + x), so shifting the candidate lists from the predecessor states constructs 

the correct lists. At the type 1 states, E HIs contains all of the predecessors to s except 

s itself, since all of the states in the sub-tree rooted at Ns appear in the submachine for 

which t is the start state. Any state which can reach t (and hence reach s) must occur 

elsewhere in the nesting tree. Thus, EHIs = min{EHIt(Gt,s + x), EUIt(Gt,s + x)}, 

and combining the up and down lists at t creates a data structure modeling EHIs. 

D 
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The down list construction algorithm consists of three components at each state 

s: (1) constructing Ho,s from a predecessor state; (2) constructing the stack of un-

merged lists HI,s, H2,s, ... , Hk.,s from a predecessor; and (3) computing EH1s(O) = 

min{Ho.s(O), H1.s(O), ... , Hk.,s(O)}. Components 2 and 3 take O(log N) time mul-

tiplied by the height of the stack at each state. The time spent for component 1 

is O(N log N) plus the cost of the Merge operations. The actual time bounds for 

these components depend on the copy decisions made at each type 1 state. If the 

copy decisions can be made such that (1) the stack of unmerged lists contains no 

more than llog NJ lists at any state and (2) the Merge operations used to construct 

Ho require no more than O(N log N) Add operations, then the algorithm's complex

ity is O( N log2 N). Thus, the O( N log2 N) time bound hinges on this copy decision 

problem. 

The procedure solving the copy decision problem uses the nesting tree to make 

the decisions. The tree has two properties which can be used to simplify the copy 

decision problem. First, every node c except the root corresponds to an alternation 

or Kleene closure sub-expression in P, so each edge b -+ c corresponds to the copy 

decision made at the start state of c's submachine. Denote this start state ()c and 

note that Noc = b. Second, the sequence of edges on a path through the nesting 

tree mirrors the sequence of copy decisions along the corresponding path through the 

down tree. These properties allow the definition of an abstract version of the copy 

decision problem, called the label removal problem, whose solutions can be applied to 

the copy decision problem. The input to the label removal problem is an edge-labeled 

nesting tree T with ITI nodes. Each edge b -+ c in the tree is labeled with an edge 

set Xc = {s I b";' Ns & c 1+ Ns}, i.e. the states in the sub-tree rooted at b minus the 

states in the sub-tree rooted at c. Figure 3.7 gives the labeled tree for the example 

NFA being used in this section. The label removal problem is the following: 

Remove a subset of the edge sets labeling T such that (1) no path in the 
resulting tree is labeled with more than llog ITIJ edge sets and (2) no 
state s E F appears in more than llog ITIJ + 1 of the removed edge sets. 

Observe from the figure that each edge set Xc is actually a superset of the states in 

EU1oc, since EU1oc's state set only contains states s for which s ..;. ()c • This more 
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Figure 3.7: The nesting tree from Figure 3.3 labeled with edge sets Xc (in brackets) 

and the actual EU10c sets (in parentheses). 

general formulation of the label removal problem is needed for the second sweep, as 

another down tree is used there. However, each edge set Xc does contain all of the 

states in EU1oc, and Lemma 4 shows that a solution to the label removal problem 

can be applied to the problem of making the correct copy decisions. 

LEMMA 4. For any NFA F and its nesting tree T, the solutions produced by a 

correct procedure for the label removal problem on T can be applied to the copy 

decision problem for the down list construction algorithm for F. 

Proof. Let the fate of edge set Xc, labeling a tree edge b -+ c, represent the 

copy decision needed at state Oc as follows. The removal of Xc represents set

ting COPY1(Oc) = true and merging UOc into Ho. Retaining Xc represents setting 

COPY1(Oc) = false and pushing UOc onto the stack. The tree edges and copy deci

sions are in one-to-one correspondence, and each path through the tree corresponds 

to the sequence of copy decisions made on a path through the down tree. Thus, (1) if 

every path in the final tree has no more than llog ITIJ edge sets, then no path through 
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the down tree can push more than llog ITIJ ::; llog NJ up lists onto the stack. (2) If 

no state occurs in more than llog ITIJ + 1 removed edge sets, then at most llog NJ + 1 

Add operations can be used to merge a particular state into Ha, resulting in an overall 

bound of O( N log N) Add operations. D 

The procedure used to solve the label removal problem [copy decision problem] is 

as follows: Let Lb be the maximum number of edge sets labeling any path from node 

b. Let Cl, C2, ••• ,Ck always denote the children of a node b, and let Mb = max{ LCJ , 

Lc2 ,"" Lck }. In a bottom-up manner, compute Lb for each node bin T and determine 

which edge sets to remove as follows: 

1. k = 0 (b is a leaf). Set Lb = O. 

2. k > 1 and '3 i,j : [i =1= j and LCi = LCj = Mb] (b has two or more maximal 

children). Set Lb = LCi + 1 and retain all edge sets [COPY1(Oc) = false for all 

C E {Cl' C2, ••• , Ck} ]. 

3. k ~ 1 and '3 i : [LCi = Mb & Vj =1= i : LCi > Lc)] (b has one maximal child, Ci). 

Set Lb = LCi' remove Xc; [COPY1(Oc.) = true] and retain the other edge sets 

[COPY1(Oc)) = false for all j =1= i]. 

The two lemmas below show that this procedure satisfies both conditions of the label 

removal problem for any labeled nesting tree T. Lemma 5 shows that L root , which 

bounds the number of edge sets remaining on any path through T, is no greater than 

llog ITIJ. Lemma 6 then shows that no state s appears in more than L root + 1 of the 

removed edge sets. 

LEMMA 5. For all nodes b in a nesting tree T, Lb ::; l10g IblJ where Ibl is the size 

of the sub-tree rooted at b. 

Proof. By induction using the three cases above. (1) Lb = 0 = llog 1J. (2) Lb = 
LCi + 1 ::; llog(min{icil, ICjl})J + 1, since LCi = LCj and the induction hypothesis holds 

for Cj and Cj. But this equals llog(2· min{lcil, ICjl})J ::; llog(lcil + ICjl)J ~ llog IblJ. 

(3) Lb = LCi ~ llog IcdJ ~ llog IblJ· D 
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LEMMA 6. For any state s and node b where b ~ Ns, if Rs(b) is the number of 

times s occurs in edge sets removed from the sub-tree rooted at b, then Rs{b) ~ Lb+1. 

Proof. Let bI , b2 , ••• ,bh denote the nodes on the path from root to Ns where 

bi = root and bh = Ns. The proof is by induction on the nodes bh, bh-b"" bl . Since 

s can only appear on outgoing edges from ancestors to Ns , no other part of T can 

affect the values of Rs. Each step in the induction consists of the three cases from 

the label removal procedure. 

The base case, i = hand bi = Ns • 

(I) Trivial. (2) No edge set on the outgoing edges from bi are removed, so 

Rs(bi) = O. (3) Rs(bi) = 1 since s appears in all outgoing edge sets and 

so occurs in the removed edge set. But Rs{bi) ~ Lbi + 1 since Lb ~ 0 for 

any b. 

The inductive step is for h > i ~ 1, 

(1) Not possible. (2) No outgoing edges' edge sets are removed, so Rs{bi) = 
Rs{bi+d and by induction Rs{bi) = Rs(bi+d ~ Lbi+1 + 1 ~ Lbi + 1. (3) If 

biH is the maximal child of bi and Lbi+1 = Mb, then Rs{bi) = Rs{bi+d ~ 

Lbi+1 + 1 ~ Lbi + 1 since s does not occur in X bi+1 by definition. Otherwise, 

if Lbi+l is not the maximum, then s was removed and Rs{bi) = Rs(bi+d+1. 

But in this case Lbi > Lbi+ll since some other child of bi is maximal. So, 

Rs{b) = Rs{bi+d + 1 ~ Lbi+! + 2 ~ Lbi + 1. D 

Summary. To recapitulate, by the correspondence established in Lemma 4, the 

maximum down list stack height is bounded by L root and any state s's candidate is 

added to Ha at most Rs{root) times over the down list construction. Lemma 5 shows 

that Lroot is O{log N), and Lemmas 6 and 5 show that Rs{root) is O{log N) for any 

state s. Therefore, the height of the stack at any state is O(1og N), no more than 

O(N log N) Add operations are used in the construction of Ha, and the overall time 

bound for the down list construction is O(N log2 N). 
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3.3 The Second Sweep Algorithm 

The second sweep algorithm computes the minimum over the insertion edges whose 

paths correspond to a path containing exactly one back edge, as embodied in the 

following equation: 

E2s(x) = !Din JVt + w(Gt,u + Gu,v + Gv,a + x) I u ~ v E BCI<} 
Vt:t-tu-tv-ta 

Henceforth, let u ~ v generically denote a back edge of some FR. in F, and let FR 

be the sub-automaton for which u = cPR and v = OR. 

The paths t ...; u ~ v ...; s which can contribute to the values of Es are restricted 

by two properties. First, states t and s must appear "inside" u ~ v, i.e. they must 

be states in FR. If either t or s appear elsewhere in F, then the path t"; u ~ v ...; s 

must contain a cycle by the inductive NFA construction. This can be seen from 

the graphical rules of Figure 2.4. Second, the back edge u ~ v for which Gt,a = 
Gt,u + Gu,v + Gv,s, if such a back edge exists, must be the innermost surrounding back 

edge to t and s. A surrounding back edge is one where the states appear inside it. 

The innermost surrounding back edge is the most deeply nested of those back edges. 

Again by the NFA construction, a path from t to s using any other back edge u' ~ v' 

must also pass through the states connected by the innermost surrounding back edge, 

or t ...; u ..; u' ~ v' ..; v ...; s. Those paths must contain at least as many non-e 

states. 

These restrictions simplify the algorithm for the second sweep in the follow

ing ways. First, the up lists from the first sweep contain the candidates needed 

at each back edge by the second sweep, as EU1u(x) = minVt:t~JVt + w(Gt,u + 
x) I t is inside u ~ v}. Second, those up lists are only needed "downwards" in F, 

because the candidates coming over each back edge can only contribute to E2s when 

s is inside that back edge. And finally, at state s, only the innermost version of each 

state t's candidate is needed for the computation of E2s. Other versions coming from 

non-innermost surrounding back edges to s can be safely ignored by the data struc

tures since, by the presence of the candidate from the innermost surrounding back 

edge, those versions can never contribute to a value to E2. 
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The second sweep algorithm follows along the same lines as the first sweep. The 

candidates in E2s are partitioned into two sets, the innermost predecessors and the 

down predecessors, and are stored in two data structures, an innermost list and an

other down list. The innermost predecessors are those states in the up list coming 

from the innermost surrounding back edge of s. The other predecessors to s are con

sidered down predecessors. Informally, the innermost list is used to propagate each 

up list to the states inside the corresponding back edge, but outside all nested back 

edges. At those nested back edges, a copy decision is made and that innermost list 

is incorporated into the down list to make way for the new up list coming over the 

nested back edge. The advantage to this algorithm is that the down list only needs 

to incorporate the innermost list candidates which don't have better versions coming 

over the nested back edge. This incorporation of only a subset of the innermost list's 

candidates permits another "balancing act" to be used by the second sweep down list 

construction. The rest of this section presents the formal algorithm resulting from 

this idea, highlighting only the points which differ from the first sweep. 

The partition of the innermost and down predecessors uses a second sweep nesting 

tree, given in Figure 3.8. This second sweep tree differs from that of the first sweep 

in that it only contains nodes for each of P's Kleene closure sub-expressions. Figure 

3.8 presents the formal nesting tree construction, along with an exam~le NFA and its 

labeled nesting tree. Let Ns now denote the node in the second sweep nesting tree 

whose node set contains state s. 

The set of states inside the innermost surrounding back edge of a state s exactly 

corresponds to the set of states in the node sets of the sub-tree rooted at Nil, as can be 

seen from the Kleene closure rule in Figure 3.8. So, envelopes EI2 and EH2 model 

the innermost and down predecessors: 

EI21l{x) = mip {\It + w{Gt,s + x) I Nil ..; Nt} 
Vt:t-ts 

EH2s{x) = mip {\It + w{Gt,s + x) I Ns -l+ Ntl 
Vt:t-ts 

With this division, E2s{x) = min{EI2s{x), EH2s{x)}, since the nesting tree parti

tions the states in F. 
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: ..................................................................... . 

Figure 3,8: The second sweep nesting tree construction and an edge labeled example. 

Figure 3.9 defines the construction of flow graphs for the innermost and down lists, 

along with the second sweep state types. Figures 3.10 and 3.11 depict the complete 

flow graphs for an example NFA. The innermost list data structure consists of a single 

candidate list Is, while the down list again uses up to llog N J + 1 candidate lists, Ho,s, 

HI,s, ... , Hk.,s' The construction steps for the two lists are: 

Type 0: The initial state, O. 
10 f- [ ] 

ko f- 0 
Ho,o f- [ ] 

Type 1: Inner initial state of FR>' 
Is f- Shift (UtI, As =1= c:) 
ks f- kt 
for i f- 0 to ks do 

Hi,lI f- Shift (Hi,t, As =1= c:) 
if COPY2(t) then 

Ho,s f- Merge (Ho,s, Shift (Jt, As =1= c:)) 
else 
{ ks f- ks + 1 

H k.,s f- Shift (It, As =1= c:) 
} 

Type 2: The other inn~r init. states. 
Is f- Shift (It, As =1= c:) 
ks f- kt 
for i f- 0 to ks do 

Hi,s f- Shift (Hi,t, As =1= c:) 

Type 3: Final state of FRls, 
Is f- Shift (It, Gt,s) 
ks f- kt 
for i f- 0 to ks do 

Hi,s f- Shift (Hi,t, Gt,s) 

Type 4: Final state of FR>. 
Is f- It 
ks f- kt 
for i f- 0 to ks do 

Hi,s f- Hi,t 
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The start state, () (no predecessors). 
Inner start states in FRo (DAG edge pred. t, back edge pred. t1). 
Inner start states in F, FRS and FRls (predecessor state t). 
The final state in F R I S (corresponding start state t). 
The final state in FRo (corres. start state t, other predecessor t1). 

Figure 3.9: The second sweep flow graph construction. 
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where the five state types are those shown in Figure 3.9 and COPY2(t) gives the 

second sweep copy decisions. For the construction step at the type 1 states, the use 

of I and a new candidate list J is described momentarily. 

The construction of the innermost list at each state and the construction of the 

down list at all but the type 1 states are straightforward, and so are not considered 

further. The interesting case occurs in the down list construction at the type 1 

states. At such a state s, EH2s = min{EH2t(Gt,,,), EJ2t(Gt,s + x)} where EJ2" is 

the following: 

EJ2t = mi~ {Vv + w(Gv,t + x) I Nt ~ Nv & N" -l+ Nv}. 
Vv:v-+t 

In other words, EJ2t is the subset of candidates in EI2t which do not originate from 

inside the incoming back edge to s. The candidates in EI2t which do originate from 

inside the back edge to s are not needed at s, because the new innermost list Is 

contains better candidates from those states. 

The sole purpose of the innermost list in this algorithm is to delay the incorpora-
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Figure 3.10: The flow graph for the innermost list. 

tion of each back edge's up list into the second sweep down list. A simpler algorithm 

would immediately incorporate each up list. The delay provided by the innermost list 

is necessary to ensure that the "balancing act" and the label removal problem can be 

used for the second sweep down list. The relevant properties needed in this case are 

(1) the candidates incorporated into the down list at ()e, for tree edge b --+ c, match 

the states in the corresponding edge set Xc, and (2) Xc = {s I b"'; Ns & c -l+ Ns}. 

These properties do not hold when the up lists are immediately incorporated into the 

down list. For the same reason, at the type 1 states, the candidate list It cannot be 

blindly incorporated into the down list. Another candidate list correctly modeling 

EJ2 is needed at those states. 

Unfortunately, a candidate list exactly modeling EJ2 cannot be constructed at 

every type 1 state in O(N log2 N) time. However, the down tree construction only 

needs a candidate list exactly modeling EJ2 when the copy decision at the type 1 state 

is to merge into Ho. At the type 1 states where the copy decision is to push onto the 

stack, candidate list It can be used without sacrificing the complexity or correctness 

of the second sweep algorithm. The O( N log2 N) complexity still holds, because only 

the number of candidate lists pushed onto the stack affects the complexity, not the 

number of candidates appearing in that list. And, while the "extra" candidates from 

It may cause some incorrect values to be computed for EH2, those incorrect values 

never affect the correctness of E2. For example, at a type 1 state s with predecessor 

t, all of the extra candidates in It have dominating candidates in Is which come from 
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the more deeply nested, incoming back edge to s. Thus, whenever the computed 

down list value at a state v is less than EH2v because of those extra candidates, the 

value of EI2v is always less than both that computed value and EH2v. Thus, the 

ultimate value of E2v is never affected by these extras. 

For each state t = ()R. where COPY2(t) = true, a candidate list Jt modeling 

EJ2t can be constructed in O(N log2 N) time. The key observation is that, for any 

node in the nesting tree, the copy decision procedure decides to copy on at most 

one outgoing edge from that node. In terms of the construction, this implies that, 

for each Kleene closure sub-automaton in F, the construction algorithm copies into 

Ho at the start start of at most one nested Kleene closure sub-automaton. Thus, 

a first sweep candidate list can be constructed for each back edge which contains 

only the candidates needed by the down list at that one nested back edge where 

COPY2(t) = true. Specifically, for each t = ()R. where COPY2(t) = true and 

t's innermost surrounding back edge is u -+ v, the candidate list at u must model 

EJlu = miI1yx:x~JVx + w(GX,U + x) I Nu ..; Nx & Nt -l+ Nx}. The construction 

steps for such a candidate list Jl are the following, using the state types from the 

first sweep, but the copy decisions from the second sweep: 

Type 0: 
Type 1: 
Type 2: 
Type 3: 

Type 4: 

Jl0 ~ Add([], VO,O) 
Jls ~ Add([ ], Va, 0) 
J l s ~ Add (Shift (Jlt, As =I- c), Va, 0) 
Jls ~ Merge (Jltb Shift (Jlt, Gt,S )) 
Jls ~ Add(Merge (Jls, Jl t2 ), Va, 0) 
Jls ~ Add(Jlt, Va, 0) 
if not COPY2(t) then 

Jls ~ Merge(Jl s,Utl ) 

# t = ()Rls, tl = cPR, 
# and t2 = cPs 

At the Kleene closure sub-automaton final states, when the second sweep copy de

cision for that sub-automaton is true, then the candidates inside that back edge are 

not added to Jl so that those candidates won't appear at the innermost surrounding 

back edge. When the decision is false, Utl (not Jl tl ) is used to include the candidates 

inside that back edge. 

The resulting Jl candidate lists are then propagated during the second sweep to 

the necessary type 1 states as follows: 
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Figure 3.11: The flow graph for the second sweep down list. 

Type 0: 
Type 1: 
Type 2: 
Type 3: 
Type 4: 

Jo ~ [] 
Ja ~ Shijt(J1t1,>'a # c) 
Ja ~ Shijt(Jt, >'s # c) 
Js ~ Shijt(Jt, Gt,s) 
Js ~ Jt 

# t1 -7 s is the incoming back edge 

This list J is used by the second sweep construction algorithm. 
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The time needed to construct I and J at each state is O(N log N), since a single 

candidate list is incrementally constructed from predecessor states. J1 can be con

structed in O( N log2 N) time as its construction algorithm is based on the up list 

construction from the first sweep. The down list construction is such that lemmas 

similar to those given in Section 3.2.2 hold, and the label removal procedure in that 

section can be used to make the second sweep copy decisions. So, again the height 

of the stack at any state is bounded by O(log N) and no more than O( N log N) can

didates can be added into Ho, giving an overall time complexity of O( N 10g2 N) for 

the down list construction. 



CHAPTER 4 

EXTENDED REGULAR EXPRESSION PATTERN 
MATCHING 
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The operations which set extended regular expressions apart from simple regular 

expressions have been around for quite some time, however few solutions have ap

peared that solve the range of exact and approximate pattern matching problems. 

In particular, none of the previous algorithms fit into the state machine, alignment

graph/ dynamic-programming framework which characterizes the solutions to pattern 

matching of sequences and regular expressions. Although it appears that the O(M3 N) 

worst-case complexity of exact matching cannot be improved upon, except possibly 

by a theoretically better but impractical O( M 2.81 ) matrix multiplication reduction, 

Section 4.1 presents the construction of an extended NFA or ENFA which accepts 

extended regular expressions and builds on the NFA state machine construction and 

simulation for regular expressions. Section 4.2 then goes on to consider the approx

imate matching of extended regular expressions. As is discussed in that section, the 

formal notion of an approximate match must be redefined, as the traditional defini

tion of an optimal alignment does not yield an efficient algorithm. Under this new 

recursive match definition, where matches between any A and P are based on the 

matches to substrings of A and sub-expressions of P, an alignment-graph/dynamic

programming style algorithm using ENFA's can solve ERE(A,P,{b"}) in O(M3N) 

time. 

4.1 Exact ERE Matching 

For any extended regular expression P, an extended NFA or ENFA F accepting L(P) 

can be constructed using an extension of the NFA construction. The construction 

algorithm employs the same inductive rules as the NFA construction (Figure 2.4), but 
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Inductive Construction Steps 

Figure 4.1: Constructing the ENFA F for an extended regular expression R. 

with additional rules in Figure 4.1 for the intersection and difference operators. The 

formal definition of F consists of an nine-tuple <V, l!,.e, VO, V&, V -, E, >., e, ¢> where 

V, E, >., e and ¢ are as defined for NFA's. The new state sets l!,.e, VO, V& and V_ 

form a partition of the complete state set V. l!,.e contains all of the states introduced 

using the regular expression construction rules, VO contains the set of eR& sand eR-S 

states, V& contains the set of ¢R& S states, and V_ contains the ¢R-S states. The 

states of the last three sets must be distinguished from the states in l!,.e, because 

different computations will be required at those states. 

As with regular expressions and NFA's, the language accepted at s E V, LF(S) is 

the set of sequences spelled on all "paths" from e to s, and LF( ¢) defines the language 

accepted by F. However, a new definition of a "path" is required, more than simply 

any sequence of edges through F, to maintain the equivalence between LF(¢) and 

L(P). This new definition is recursive, using the following cases (where the quoted 

"path" refers to the new definition): 

1. Any sequence of edges in F which does not pass through both the start and 

final state of an FR&s or FR-S sub-automaton is considered a "path". Thus, 

when no such sub-automata occur in F, the new "paths" through F are simply 

the old paths through F as defined for NFA's. Note that this case includes 

sequence of edges which pass through FR&S and FR-S start states but do not 

pass through the corresponding final states. 
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2. For a sub-graph FR&S, a "path" from OR&S to ¢R&S consists of a pair of "paths," 

OR&S -t OR ...; ¢R -t ¢R&S and OR&S -t Os ...; ¢s -t ¢R&S, which spell the same 

sequence. LFR&s (¢R&s) is simply the set of sequences for which these "path" 

pairs exist. This is equivalent to the language restriction that a sequence in 

L(R& S) must occur in both L(R) and L(S). 

3. For a sub-graph FR- S, the "paths" through FR-S are the "paths" OR-S-tOR"'; 

¢R -t ¢R-S for which no "path" spelling the same sequence exists through Fs. 

This satisfies the language restriction that a sequence in L(R - S) must be in 

L(R) but not in L(S). 

4. Finally, in general, the "paths" from 0 to a state s consist of the sequence 

of edges outside any nested FR&S or FR-s sub-automaton combined with the 

"paths" through those nested FR&s and FR-S sub-automata. 

LF(S), then, is the set of sequences spelled on "paths" from 0 to s, and LF(¢) is 

the language accepted by F. From this point on, we drop the quotes from the term 

path, and so path now refers to this new recursive definition. Also, let the phrase 

sub-machines in F denote the set of FR&s and FR-S sub-automata occurring in F. 

Additional computation, beyond the NFA state simulation, is required to support 

this new definition of a path. Given an input string A = ala2 ... aM, the recurrences 

below define the state simulation computation at position i and state s. They satisfy 

the new path definition by maintaining partial path information for the sub-machines 

in F. A partial path for a sub-machine is a path which passes through the sub

machine's start state and ends at a state "inside" the sub-machine. This information 

takes the form of the first positions, in A, of the substrings of A being spelled on the 

partial paths from each OR&S and OR-S to s. Thus, as the simulation progresses and 

partial paths are extended to include a ¢R&S [¢R-S] state, only those pairs of paths 

which spell the same sequence from OR&S [OR-S] through FR and [not] through Fs are 

extended. Because the state simulation is solving the language acceptance problem, 

the sequence being spelled on all paths in the simulation is A. Thus, it suffices to 

extend those pairs of paths whose first position values for the corresponding OR&S 
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[OR-S] state are equal. 

Different recurrences are defined for different states, based on the five-part parti

tion of V. The recurrences for the states in v"e compute Si,s sets for each position i 

in [O .. N] and state s E v"e, as follows: 

if i = 0 

otherwise 

(2) s E v"e - {O}: 

1 
U{Si,t It -+ s} 

Si" = ~ {S.-I,tI t --+ s} 

if >'s = e 

if >'s # e, i > 0 and >'s = ai 

if >'s # e and either i = 0 or >'s # ai 

These sets contain the beginning positions k, for 0 ~ k < i, of matches between 

ak+! ak+2 ... ai and the partial path through the innermost enclosing sub-machine of 

s. The innermost enclosing sub-machine of a state s is the most deeply nested FR&S 

or FR-S sub-automaton for which s E VR&S (or s E VR-S). 

The partial path information for the other sub-machines enclosing a state s are 

kept in a series of mapping tables associated with each state in Vo. These tables are 

used to perform the mapping between the valid paths in OR&S'S or OR-S'S sub-machine 

and the valid paths of their innermost enclosing sub-machine. 

(3) s E Vo: 

U {Si,t I t -+ s} 

U{Si-I,t It -+ s} if >'s # e, i > 0 and >'s = ai 

o if >'s # e and either i = 0 or >'s # ai 

if Ti,s # 0 

if Ti,s = 0 

The Ti,s values which make up the mapping table for s collect and store the first posi

tions k of the matches between ak+! ak+2 ... ai and the partial path from the innermost 
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enclosing sub-machine's start state to s. These tables are retained throughout the 

computation and are used at the corresponding final states to extend the valid paths 

through the sub-machine. The value of Si,s here injects a new first position into the 

matching of the start state's sub-machine. Its value is either empty or contains the 

single position i, depending on whether a match between a prefix of ai+lai+2 ... aN 

and the sub-machine could result in an overall match between A and F. 

The recurrences for V& and V_, the sub-machine final states, first compute the 

valid paths through the FR&s or FR- S sub-machine and then perform the mapping 

back to the valid paths through their innermost enclosing sub-machine. At a state 

s E V& [or V_], the recurrence determines those first positions k for which paths exist 

through FR and Fs [or through FR but not through Fs] spelling ak+lak+2 ... aj. It 

then unions the Tk,t sets, where t is the start state OR&S [OR-S] corresponding to s. 

This extends the partial path information for the enclosing sub-machine. Thus, the 

partial path information for OR&S [OR-S] is extended to <PR&S [<PR-S] using the valid 

paths through FR&S [FR- S]. 

(4) s E V&: 

Si,s = U {Tk,t IkE Si,t! & k E Si,t2} 

for tl ~ s, t2 ~ sand t = OR&S corresponding to s = <PR&S. 

(5) s E V_: 

Si,s = U {Tk,t IkE Si,t! & k 1 Si,t2} 

for tl ~ s, t2 ~ sand t = OR-S corresponding to s = <PR-S. 

Finally, the simulation accepts if SN,t/> = {O} and rejects if SN,t/> = 0. 
The actual algorithm performing the state simulation uses the same two-sweep 

technique described in Section 2.2 for regular expressions, taking the union of the 

sets computed during the two sweeps. Since F is reducible, the same arguments 

given for the regular expression matching hold here. For an input string A of size 

M and an extended regular expression P of size N, the time complexity for this 

algorithm is O( M3 N) in the worst case. Each of the Si,s and Ti,s sets can be of size 

O(M), and the computation at the V& and V_ states merges lSi,s I of the Ti,s sets. So, 

O(M2 N) time may be required for each text position i, and O(M3 N) time overall. 
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However, this worst-case complexity does not hold for many patterns, arid a 

tighter, match-sensitive complexity can be derived. First, isolate each intersection 

and difference sub-expression of P, and let I denote the size of the largest set of 

substrings of A which match one of those sub-expressions. Let L denote the length of 

the longest substring of A which matches any prefix of a string in L(P). The running 

time of the algorithm above can be bounded by O((M + I)N L), because the size of 

the Sj,s and Tj,s sets is bounded by L, and 0(1 L) bounds the time needed to union 

the Tj,BR&S or Tj,BR_S sets at each <PR&S or <PR-S state. Note that for an extended 

regular expression containing no Kleene closure operations, the values of I and L are 

limited to O(Al N) and O(N) respectively, giving a complexity bound of O(M N3). 

4.2 Approxhnate ERE Matching 

As with symbol-based approximate matching of sequences and regular expressions, 

ERE(A, P, {o}) involves finding the best "match" between sequence A = a}a2'" aM 

and pattern P, using function 0 to score symbol pairs and unaligned symbols. How

ever, the set-theoretic definition of an approximate match used for sequences and 

regular expressions does not lend itself to an efficient algorithm for extended regular 

expressions. Under the set-theoretic definition, an approximate match between A 

and P is an optimal alignment between A and a specific sequence B E L(P). When 

P contains intersection and difference sub-expressions, the matches to those sub

expressions are required to use a common sequence from L(R) n L(S) or L(R) n L(S). 

In a worst-case example, the expression aba & acb could never match a sequence since 

language it represents is empty, despite the fact that the two strings "aba" and "acb" 

are each only one insertion from a common string "acba." 

This commonality restriction does not fit well with the "bottom-up" style of com

putations presented in Section 2.3 and the previous section. In those algorithms, the 

matches to the Rand S sub-expressions are computed separately, then those matches 

are used to derive the matches for the intersection or difference sub-expression. The 

restriction that a common sequence from L(R) and L(S) must be used for the in

tersection and difference matches means that the bottom-up algorithms cannot be 
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extended to handle the approximate matching case, as was done for sequence and 

regular expression patterns. In fact, the only solutions to the approximate matching 

problem under the set-theoretic definition appear to include either a cross-product 

technique, i.e. taking the cross-product of the state sets as in [Brz64], or a generative 

technique where the matches to the sub-expressions are generated in order of score. 

Both of these techniques contain an exponential time factor. 

Under a slightly less restrictive, recursive definition of an approximate match, 

where the substrings of A match the sub-expressions of P without requiring a common 

alignment to a single sequence, a polynomial algorithm exists and is presented below. 

This recursive definition is embodied formally in the following function, score (w, R), 

which returns the score of the best match between sequence w = WIW2 ••• Wk and 

extended regular expression R. It uses the following rules: 

1. If R = c, then score(w, c) = 2:7=1 O(Wi'c) 

2. IfR=a, then score(w, a) = -
{ 

o(w,a) iflwl<l 

00 otherwise 

3. If P = R S, then score(w,R S) = 
mino::;i$d score (WI W2 ••• Wi, R) + score (Wi+! Wi+2 ••• Wk, S)}. 

4. If P = R I S, then score(w,R I S) = min{score(w,R), score(w,S)}. 

5. If P = R*, then score(w, R*) = 

{ 
0 if Iwl = 0 

mino<i$d score (WI W2 ••• Wi, R) + score (Wi+l Wi+2 •.• Wk, R*)} if i # j 
6. If P = R&S, then score(w,R&S) = :FR&s(score(w,R), score(w,S)) 

where :FR&S can be a general function (see below). 

7. If P = R - S, then score(w, R - S) = :FR_s(score(w, R), score(w, S)) 

where FR-S can be a general function (see below). 

For sequence and regular expressions, this definition coincides with the set-theoretic 

definition, since both compute the minimum sum of the paired symbols and unaligned 

symbols. However, the rules for the intersection and difference sub-expressions relax 

the set-theoretic requirement that the matches to Rand S be made with a common 

sequence B in L(R) n L(S). Here, the matches to sub-expressions Rand S can occur 
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separately and to possibly distinct sequences (or, given nested operators, to whole 

sets of sequences formed by the multiple matches to the nested sub-expressions). 

In order to more closely capture the spirit of "intersection" and "difference" un

der this recursive definition, the rules also allow general functions FR&s and FR-S 

to determine the best match of an intersection or difference sub-expression. More 

complex scoring methods are needed because using the "minimal sum of scores" cri

terion of optimality, where FR&s and FR-s are defined as the min function, reduces 

the intersection and difference operations to that of alternation. For the intersection 

operation, scoring schemes such as taking the maximal, average, or sum of the scores 

can give a more realistic score of the match to R & S, under the assumption that finite 

or thresholded scores for both Rand S exist. For an expression R - S, the scoring 

scheme which most preserves the essence of the difference operation is the following 

function: 

FR-S(X, y) = { : 
if y > t 
if y ::; t 

This function returns the score of the match to R if the score of S's match is above a 

defined threshold t, and otherwise returns infinity. The general functions allowed here 

permit a wide range of scoring schemes, and in particular include all of the examples 

cited here as well as the traditional "minimal sum of scores." 

The algorithm solving ERE(A, P, {<5}), under the recursive match definition, 

combines the alignment-graph/dynamic programming framework with the ENFA's 

described in the previous section. The alignment graph is formed from M + 1 copies 

of the ENFA F constructed from P. Substitution, insertion and deletion edges are 

added just as in the approximate regular expression problem with substitution edges 

from (i-I, t) to (i, s), for each t ~ s, deletion edges from (i-I, s) to (i, s) and insertion 

edges from (i,t) to (i,s) for t ~ s. The values computed by the recurrences consist 

of a pair <c, k> combining the best score c with the ENFA first position information 

k. When such a pair occurs in the data computed at vertex (i, s), it specifies that the 

best match between ak+lak+2 •.. aj and a partial path from s's innermost enclosing 

sub-machine to s has a score of c. The recurrences themselves are very similar to the 



exact matching case. Beginning with the states in v,.e, 

l)s=() 

CO,(} = {(O, O)} 

Ci,(} = {(e+ <5(ai,c),O) I (e,O) E Ci- l,(}} 

2) s E v,.e - {()} 
Ci,s = mini {(e + <5(ai' As), k) I 3 t -7 s s.t. (e, k) E Ci-l,d 

{(e + <5( ai, c), k) I (e, k) E Ci-l,s} 

{(e + <5(c, As), k) I 3 t -7 s s.t. (e, k) E Ci,t} } 
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Operation "min" here and below is a element-wise, set minimum operation which 

picks the minimum scoring pair for each position k appearing in the set of pairs, i.e. 

{(e,k) I ~(e',k') : k' = k & e' < e}. 

For the three state sets introduced by the intersection and difference operators, 

Vo, V& and V_, the recurrences are as follows: 

3) s E Vo 

Ti,s = mini {(e+ <5(ai' As),k) 13t -7 s s.t. (e,k) E Ci-l,t} 

{(e+<5(ai,c),k) I (e,k) E Ti-l,s} 

{(e+<5(c,As),k) 13t -7 s s.t. (e,k) E Ci,t}} 

C
i 
s = { (0, i) if Ti,s =I- 0 
, 0 otherwise 

4) s E V& U V_ 

P REDtI = mini {(e + <5(aj, As), k) I (e, k) E Ci-I,tI} 

{(e + <5(c, As), k) I (e, k) E Cj,tl} } 

P REDt2 = mini {(e + <5(aj, As), k) I (e, k) E Ci- I ,t2} 

{(e + <5(c, As), k) I (e, k) E Ci,t2} } 

Cj,s = mini {(e, k) 13k', e' : (el, k') E P REDtI & (e2, k') E P REDt2 & 

(e', k) E Tk',t & e = e' + F (el, e2)}, 

{(e+<5(aj,c),k) I (e,k) E Cj-l,s}} 
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where F here generically refers to the FR&S or FR-S function defined for each in

tersection and difference sub-expression. These recurrence assume that all possible 

substrings/sub-expressions can be aligned with some score, so that the same recur

rence can be used for both the intersection and difference sub-automata. In practice 

however, threshold values typically limit the alignments between substrings and sub

expressions, so the recurrence above must be changed for the states in V_ to handle 

the case of non-existent, infinite scoring pairs. 

As in the regular expression case, the alignment graph is reducible along each 

column, so the two-sweep, node-listing algorithm of Myers and Miller can be used 

to correctly compute the recurrences. The complexity of the algorithm is O(M3 N), 

since each Ci,s and Ti,s set can contain O(M) pairs and the V& and V_ recurrences 

merge ICi,sl of the Ti,s sets. Note that the worst-case complexity is also the expected 

complexity, unless a threshold cutoff is used to eliminate some of the substring/sub

expression matches. 
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CHAPTER 5 

SUPER-PATTERN MATCHING: INTRODUCTION 

Super-pattern matching forms a domain of discrete pattern matching, akin to that 

of approximate pattern matching over sequences, where the input consists not of a 

sequence and a pattern of symbols, but of (1) a finite number of types of features, 

(2) for each feature, a set of intervals identifying the substrings of an underlying 

sequence having the feature, and (3) a super-pattern that is a pattern offeatures types. 

The objective is to find a sequence of adjacent feature intervals over the underlying 

sequence such that the corresponding sequence of feature types matches the super

pattern. The string spanned by the sequence of feature intervals is then identified as 

a match to the super-pattern. Such meta-pattern problems, i.e. a pattern of patterns, 

have traditionally been categorized in the realm of artificial intelligence and been 

solved using AI techniques such as backtracking and branch-and-bound search. Super

pattern matching's characterization is such that the dynamic programming techniques 

of discrete pattern matching can be used to derive practically efficient and worst-case 

polynomial time algorithms. 

The concepts behind super-pattern matching were originally motivated by the 

gene recognition problem, now of great importance to molecular biologists because of 

the advent of rapid DNA sequencing methods. The problem is to find regions of newly 

sequenced DNA that code for protein or RNA products, and is basically a pattern 

recognition problem over the four letter alphabet {a, c, g, t}. Molecular biologists 

[Ld90] have developed an initial picture of the gene encoding structure, illustrated 

in Figure 5.1. Such a region consists of a collection of major features or "signals," 

constrained to be in certain positional relationships with each other. An important 

aspect is that the features are not linearly ordered, but frequently coincide or overlap 

each other. Referring to the figure, a sequence of exons and introns form the main 
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o or more times 
I I 

DNA scqucncoc ~n 

• 
I intron 

cp rXon I intron I ex on 

G2!--Pictorial pattern: \~ : cp • 

Signals: 

CAATffATA box: 0 0 

ExonlIntron Seq.: lexon lintron lexon I intron lexon 

CAPlPoly-a Sites: EJ E:J 

Start/Stop Codon: • • 
5'/3' Splice Sites: 

15' 1
3

, 15' 1
3
, 

Lariat Points: cp cp 

Pattern Expression: 

CAAT <0,300> TATA <0,30> (Ex on & (CAP <0,*> Start <0,*> 5'ss)) 

[ (Intron & (5'ss <0,*> Lariat <]2,40> 3'ss)) (Exon & (3'ss <0,*> 5'ss)) ]* 

(Intron & (5'ss <0,*> Lariat <]2,40> 3'ss») (Exon & (3'ss <0,*> Stop <0,*> Poly-A)) 

Figure 5.1: Basic gene encoding structure. 

components of a gene encoding. It is the sequence appearing in the exons, between the 

start and stop codons, that actually encodes the relevant protein or RNA structure. 

The introns, whose function is not currently known, are interspersed regions which do 

not contribute directly to the gene product. Overlapping these major components are 

smaller signals which (1) distinguish exon/intron boundaries (3' and 5' splice sites), 

(2) determine endpoints of the actual gene sequence (the start and stop codons) or 

the encoding structure (the CAAT and TATA boxes and POLY-A site), and (3) play 

significant roles in gene transcription (the lariat points). This view is by no means a 

complete description, and is still developing as biologists learn more. 

At the current time, much work has been done on building recognizers for individ

ual features using, for example, regular expressions [AWM+84], consensus matrices 

[St088], and neural nets [LBB+89]. Libraries of these component rOecognizers are 

currently being used to recognize either pieces of gene encodings or complete encod

ings. One gene recognition system, GM [FS90], uses eighteen "modules" in its gene 

recognition procedure. 



an ~PM problem 
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Figure 5.2: Pictorial description of a recognition hierarchy. 
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Less work has been done on integrating these subrecognizers into an overall 

gene recognizer. The current methods involve hand coded search procedures [FS90], 

backtracking tree-search algorithms [GKDS92], and context-sensitive, definite clause 

grammars [Sea89]. These techniques either lack sufficient expressiveness or contain 

potentially exponential computations. Super-pattern matching attempts to provide 

the expressiveness needed to search for these patterns while keeping within polynomial 

time bounds in the worst case and performing efficiently in practice. 

This multi-step approach to pattern matching has also appeared for such problems 

as protein structure prediction [LWS87] and on-line character recognition [FCK+91]. 

In general terms, the matching procedure forms a recognition hierarchy, as depicted 

in Figure 5.2, where successively larger "patterns" are matched at higher and higher 

levels in the hierarchy. Super-pattern matching characterizes an isolated recognition 

problem in such a general recognition hierarchy and is defined in such a way as 

to facilitate the construction of multi-problem, super-pattern matching, recognition 

hierarchies. 

This chapter introduces the formal concept of super-pattern matching and de

fines the domain of super-pattern matching problems. Section 5.1 presents the ba-
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sic super-pattern matching problem, with several variations using different super

pattern expressions and output requirements. Section 5.2 then expands this basic 

problem into a problem class through a series of extensions, ranging from allowing 

flexible matches using spacing specifications to introducing scoring mechanisms and 

the notion of an approximate match. The next chapter then develops a matching

graph/ dynamic-programming framework, similar to the alignment-graph/ dynamic

programming framework of Chapters 2, 3 and 4, which characterizes all of the algo

rithmic solutions. 

5.1 Basic Problelll 

The input to a basic super-pattern matching problem consists of the following: 

• A one-dimensional space, [O .. N]. 

• An alphabet E = {a, b, c, ... } of interval types. 

• An interval set fa for each interval type a E E. fa is some subset of {[i,j] I 0 :::; 
i:::; j:::; N}. 

• Super-pattern P. A sequence, regular expression or extended regular expression 
defined over E. 

For a substring search solving a gene recognition problem, the one-dimensional space 

represents the underlying DNA sequence A = ala2 ... aN, and the interval types in 

E are names identifying the recognizers providing input to the super-pattern search. 

Each of the recognizers constructs an interval set consisting of the intervals [i, j] that 

correspond to the recognized substrings ai+lai+2'" aj. Finally, the super-pattern 

describes the gene encoding structure using the interval types identifying the recog-

lllzers. 

The actual matching occurs between the sub-intervals of the one-dimensional space 

and the sub-expressions of the super-pattern. A set of recursive matching rules, 

similar to those in Section 4.2 on approximate extended regular expression pattern 

matching, defines the intervals matching an expression P in terms of the matches to 

P's sub-expressions. Formally, an interval [i,j] matches P if and only if 
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1. If P = a where a E ~, then [i,j] E Ia. 

2. If P = c, then i = j. 

3. If P = R S, then :J i :::; k :::; j : [i, k] matches Rand [k,j] matches S. 

4. If P = R I S, then [i,j] matches R or [i,j] matches S. 

5. If P = R*, then i = j or :J i < k :::; j : [i, k] matches Rand [k,j] matches R*. 

6. If P = R & S, then [i,j] matches Rand [i,j] matches S. 

7. If P = R - S, then [i,j] matches R, but does not match S. 

The intervals matching an expression P are called the matching intervals of P. The 

set of input intervals used in the match between interval [i, j] and P is called the 

interval sequence matching [i, j] and P. 

One reason for defining the matches recursively is that the intersection and differ

ence operators again cause computational problems for the set-theoretic definition of 

a match, where an interval sequence <[i, ill, lib i 2], ••• , [ik,j]> aligns with a sequence 

B = bl b2 ••• bk+l in L( P) using rule 1 above. It's an open question under the set

theoretic definition whether an algorithm exists which is polynomial in the size of the 

super-pattern, whereas the next chapter presents such a polynomial solution under 

the recursive definition. 

However, a more practical reason exists with super-pattern matching for using the 

recursive definition. Under that match definition, the intersection and difference oper

ators provide a natural method for specifying overlapping signals, one not permitted 

under the set-theoretic definition. For example, given a super-pattern ABA & AC 

and intervals [0,10], [40,50] E lA, [10,40] E IB and [10,50] E Ie, the interval [0,50] 

matches both ABA and AC and so can be reported as a match to ABA & AC under 

the recursive definition. The set-theoretic definition of a match does not permit this, 

since the language described by ABA & AC contains no common sequences. Fig

ure 5.1 presents a more potent example of using this recursively-defined intersection 

operator to describe overlapping patterns of signals. Thus, this recursive definition 

results in a much more expressive and useful form of intersection and difference, while 

retaining an efficient solution. 
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The default type of output for the basic problem reports the matching intervals 

to the super-pattern. With this output, hierarchical recognition problems can be 

constructed by connecting the inputs and outputs of isolated super-pattern matching 

problems. Oftentimes however, different types of output are desired for truly isolated 

problems, particularly when the output can affect the complexity of the algorithms. 

We consider four levels of output, characterized by the following four problems. The 

output to the decision problem consists of a yes or no answer as to whether any 

interval in [O .. N] matches the super-pattern. In the optimization problem, the output 

reports the matching interval which best fits some criteria, such as longest, shortest or 

best scoring interval. The scanning problem requires the optimal matching intervals 

ending at each position j, for 0 :::; j :::; N. Finally, the instantiation problem asks for 

the complete set of matching intervals. 

5.2 Problem Domain 

The domain of super-pattern matching problems extends from the basic problem in 

a number of directions, two of which have already been discussed (varying the super

pattern and required output). The other extensions introduce a positional flexibility 

in the interval matching and account for errors occurring in the input. Specifically, 

the five extensions are 1) explicit spacing in the super-pattern to model context free 

substrings occuring between recognized signals, 2) implicit spacing associated with 

input intervals which corrects for errors in the reported endpoints, 3) interval scores 

to represent significance levels of the lower-level recognition, 4) repair intervals used 

to construct interval sequences in the presence of errors allowing intervals to be missed 

and 5) affine scoring schemes to more realistically model endpoint reporting errors 

and missing input intervals. The rest of this section details the effect of each extension 

on the basic problem. 

5.2.1 Explicit Spacing 

Explicit spacing introduces spacer pattern elements, or simply spacers, into the super

pattern to model unrecognizable substrings of a certain size occurring between rec-
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ognized signals. The only interesting property of these substrings is their size, and 

often their sole purpose is to separate the surrounding signals. One interesting ex

ample of this is the "space" of size 12 to 40 occurring in the gene encoding structure 

of Figure 5.1 between the lariat point and the 3' splice site of each intron. After a 

copy of the DNA containing the gene has been made, each intron is then edited out 

of that copy. This editing process involves RNA molecules which attach at the 5' 

splice site, 3' splice site and lariat point of the copy. They then splice the intron out 

and connect the ends of the surrounding exons. In order to perform the splicing, the 

RNA molecules attached to the lariat point and 3' splice site must also attach to each 

other. Since these molecules are of a certain size, the distance between attachment 

points on the DNA (and thus on its copy) must also be of a certain size. The specific 

DNA sequence appearing between the points, however, is not particularly relevant. 

Spacers provide a simple method for specifying these types of signals. 

The super-pattern in Figure 5.1 illustrates the two forms of the spacer considered 

here, bounded «12,40» and unbounded «0, *». Each spacer specifies a size range 

of matching intervals. In terms of the recursive definition, the following additional 

rules capture this property: 

8. If P = <l, h>, then l ::; j - i ::; h 

9. If P = <l, *>, then l ::; j - i 

We only consider spacers whose lower and upper bounds are non-negative, i.e. l ;::: 0. 

Allowing the use of negative spacers such as <-20, -5> involves the redefinition of 

an interval to include intervals of negative length, such as [100,97]. The algorithms 

in Chapter 6 for regular expression and extended regular expression super-patterns 

depend heavily on the property that all intervals have a non-negative length. The 

introduction of negative length intervals invalidates those algorithms (which are based 

on the dynamic programming of Section 2.2 and Chapter 4) and requires more general 

path-finding algorithms to be used. 
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5.2.2 Implicit Spacing 

Implicit spacing defines neighborhoods around the reported endpoints of each input 

interval which can be used in matches to the super-pattern. Some recognition algo

rithms can identify the presence or absence of a feature, but have difficulty pinpointing 

the exact endpoints of the feature. An example of this occurs in gene recognition. 

Exonic DNA regions are identified by sliding a fixed-width window along the DNA 

and feeding each window's sequence to a trained neural net ([LBB+89]). The raw 

output of this recognizer is a sequence of values, each between 0 and 1, giving a 

likelihood measure that the sequence in each window is an exon: 

I 

Jl ( 

o. 5 A 
u 

-1 ( l I . o 
o N 

This output can be transformed into a set of intervals by thresholding the raw values 

and treating contiguous regions above the threshold as recognized intervals. In doing 

so, the general areas of exons are accurately predicted, but the endpoints of those 

intervals typically do not match the true ends of the exons. The use of implicit 

spacing, in combination with an accurate exon boundary recognizer, transforms this 

from an exonic region recognizer to an exon recognizer while still limiting the number 

of reported intervals. 

We consider three types of implicit spacing, a fixed or proportional space specified 

for an interval type a and applied to the intervals in la, or a per-interval space 

reported for each input interval. Each type defines the neighborhoods of allowed 

matches around each input intervals' left and right endpoints, <i + lmin, i + lmax> 

and <j+rmin,j+rmax> for interval [i,j]. The fixed and per-interval spacing specify 

absolute lmin, lmax, rmin and rmax values for an interval type a or a particular 

input interval [i,j], respectively. The proportional spacing defines two factors, lproPa 

and rprOPa for interval type a, which are multiplied with the length of each interval 
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in la to get the desired ranges. 

In terms of the recursive matching rules, rule 1 (for P = a) now becomes the 

following for (1) fixed, (2) proportional or (3) per-interval spacing: 

1 '. If P = a, then :3 [i',j'] E la such that 

(1) i' + lmina ::; i ::; i' + lmaxa & j' + rmina ::; j ::; j' + rmaXa 

(2) i' - ldist ::; i ::; i' + ldist & j' - rdist ::; j ::; j' + rdist, 

where ldist = (j' - i') * lproPa and rdist = (j' - i') * rprOPa 

(3) i' + lmin(i',j'j ::; i ::; i' + lmax(i',j'j & j' + rmin(i',j'j ::; j ::; j' + rmax(i',j'j 

Negative values for lmin, lmax, rmin and rmax are permitted here with the re

striction that the two neighborhoods of any input interval cannot overlap, i.e. for all 

[i',j'] E la, i' + lmax ::; j' + rmin. The reasons for this are the same as given for 

negative-length explicit spacers. 

5.2.3 Interval Scoring 

Associating scores with input intervals provides a method for modeling errors and 

uncertainty at the lower-level recognizers. The scores can give a significance or like

lihood measure about the validity of an interval, such as the mean neural net value 

occurring in each interval reported by the neural net exonic recognizer. The use of 

these scores changes the matching problem from one of finding matching intervals of 

a super-pattern to that of finding the best scoring matching intervals. The algorithms 

presented in this paper assume that all scores are non-negative and that the best 

scoring matching interval is the one with minimal score, except as described below 

for intersections and differences. They could be altered to allow negative scores and 

to solve maximization problems. 

The recursive rules defining a match between [i,j] and P now become rules in a 

function score([i,j], P) which computes the best score of a match between [i,j] and 

P. Specifically, score([i,j], P) is 

{

a if [i,j] E la with score a 
1. If P = a, then score([i,j],a) = 00 

otherwise 



{ 
0 if i = j 

2. If P = c, then score([i,j),c) = 00 
if i =1= j 
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3. If P = R S, then score ([i,j), R S) = i~}}.2.{score ([i, k], R) + score ([k,j), S)}. 
__ J 

4. If P = R I S, then score([i,j), R I S) = min{score ([i,j], R), score([i,j), S)}. 

5. If P = R*, then score([i,j), R*) = 

{ 

0 if i = j 
i~~ {score ([i, k], R) + score ([k, j], R*)} if i =1= j 

6. If P = R & s, score([i,j],R & S) = .rR&s(score([i,j],R), score([i,j],S)) 

where .rR&S can be a general function (see below). 

7. If P = R - S, score ([i,j], R - S) = .rR_s(score([i,j], R), score ([i,j), S)) 

where .rR-S can be a general function (see below). 

As with approximate extended regular expression pattern matching, this function 

computes the "minimal sum of scores" for the regular expression operations and 

allows general functions, such as the sum, minimum, maximum, ... , to be defined for 

the intersection and difference sub-expressions. 

The scoring of interval sequences changes the output requirements for the four 

problems described at the beginning of the chapter, as well as the specification of 

explicit and implicit spacing. The decision problem becomes that of reporting the 

best score of a matching interval, rather than the existence of a matching interval. 

For the other three problems, the scores of matching intervals are reported along 

with the intervals themselves, either the matching interval with the best score (the 

optimization problem) or the set of matching intervals and their best scores (the 

instantiation problem). The use of explicit and implicit spacing again require new 

rules 8 and 9 and the rewriting of rule 1, respectively. Some fixed cost c ~ 0 is now 

incorporated into those rules and either reported as the score of an explicit spacer's 

match or added to the score for each input interval when computing score([i,j],a). 

5.2.4 Repair Intervals 

Repair intervals are a mechanism for inserting intervals, not appearing in the input, 

into the construction of interval sequences. Few recognition algorithms for complex 
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features can correctly identify every "true" instance of that feature in a sequence. 

Even using interval scores to report possible matches, many recognizers are designed 

to achieve a balance between sensitivity and specificity. They allow a few true intervals 

to be missed (a sensitivity rate close to, but under, 100%) so that the number of false 

intervals reported does not explode (thus keeping the specificity rate high). These 

missed intervals, however, can disrupt the match to an entire interval sequence in 

the super-pattern matching problems described so far. Repair intervals are used to 

complete the construction of interval sequences in the face of small numbers of missing 

intervals. 

A repair interval specification is given for an interval type. It consists of a non

negative size range, I to h, and a fixed cost c for using a repair interval in an interval 

sequence. Given such a specification for interval type a, each instance of a in the 

super-pattern can be matched with any interval [i,j) where I :5 j - i :5 h. That 

match then contributes an additional cost c to the score of the resulting interval 

sequence. In terms of the recursive definition, this results in the following new rule 

for P = a: 

{ 

u if [i,j) E Ia with score u 
1. If P = a, then score([i,j), a) = min c if I :5 j - i :5 h 

00 otherwise 

assuming here that interval scores are being used and that no implicit spacing has 

been defined for the intervals in Ia. 

5.2.5 Affine Scoring Schemes 

The fixed range implicit spacing, explicit spacing and repair intervals often provide 

an unrealistic measure of the size distribution of endpoint errors, missing intervals 

and context free spaces. For some recognizers, a majority of the incorrectly reported 

endpoints may differ only slightly from the true endpoints, while a small but signif

icant number are off by greater distances. At other times, no fixed bounds can be 

computed for either the endpoint errors or sizes of missing intervals. In these cases, a 

fixed cost, bounded range scoring scheme does not correctly model the distributions 

of sizes or error distances in the input. Affine scoring schemes for implicit spacing, 
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Figure 5.3: Affine scoring of a) implicit spacing for interval [i, j] and b) bounded 

spacers/repair intervals. 

explicit spacing and repair intervals are distance-based models where a match's score 

grows as the distance from a desired range grows, whether the distance is from a 

reported endpoint's position or an interval's size. 

In its most complex form, the affine specification for an interval type's implicit 

spacing consists of the five-tuples <lela, Imina, lca, lmaxa, lcra> and <rela, rmina, 

rCa, rmaxa, rcra> for the left and right endpoints of intervals in la, plus a boundary 

proportion bpa used to separate the left and right endpoint neighborhoods. The 

graphical representation of the scoring scheme is shown in Figure 5.3a. For the left 

endpoint, the values of Imina and lmaxa specify a fixed size range in which the cost 

of implicit spacing within that neighborhood is lca. The values of lela and lera give 

the incremental cost for extending the implicit spacing to the left and right of the 

fixed space range. The right endpoint scoring is similar. The boundary between the 

two neighborhoods is given as a proportion on the length of each interval in la, and 

is necessary to avoid introducing negative-length intervals. 

The score of a match between interval [i, j] and the expression P = a is the 

minimum, over all intervals [i',j'] E la, of the score associated with [i',j'] (assum

ing interval scores are being used), plus the cost of the implicit spacing at the two 

endpoints. In terms of the matching rules, this results in the following for P = a: 



score([i,j],a) = min{left[i',j') + u+ right [i',j') I [if,j'] E Ia scores u} 

where 

left (i' ,j'] = 

ICa + lela * ((if + Imina) - i) 
ICa 
o 
ICa 
ICa + lcra * (i - (if + lmaxa)) 

if i < if + Imina 
if if + Imina =::; i < if 
if i = if 
if if < i =::; if + lmaxa 
if if + lmaxa < i =::; if + (jf - if) * bpa 
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rCa + rcia * ((jf + rmina) - j) if if + (jf - if) * bpa =::; j < jf + rmina 
rCa if j' + rmina =::; j < j' 

right[i',j') = 0 if j = j' 
rCa if j' < j =::; jf + rmaxa 
rCa + rcra * (j - (jf + rmaxa)) if j > jf + rmaxa 

This assumes no repair interval specifications for a. 

The affine specification for repair intervals and bounded spacers is a three part 

curve defined for non-negative size values and is shown in Figure 5.3b. Considering 

only the repair intervals, the numerical information consists of a similar five-tuple 

<cia, mina, ca, maxa, cra> with a (now non-negative) size range mina to maxa, fixed 

cost Ca for that size range, and incremental costs ela and cr a for extending to the left 

and right of the size range. The cost of using a repair interval is computed from the 

size of that interval, as follows: 

sCOre([i,j]'a)=min{ ~a+ I (' (' ')) Ca C a * mzna - J - Z 

Ca + C7'a * ((j - i) - maxa) 

if [i,j] E Ia with score u 
if mina =::; j - i =::; maxa 
if j - i < mina 
if j - i > maxa 

where no implicit spacing is defined here. Including both affine implicit spacing and 

affine repair intervals simply requires combining the above two rules. The rule for 

computing an affine scored spacer uses the bottommost three terms of the repair 

interval rule. 



CHAPTER 6 

SUPER-PATTERN MATCHING: ALGORITHMS 
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The solution to each of the super-pattern matching problems defined in the previ

ous chapter employs a matching-graph/ dynamic-programming framework similar to 

that developed for the approximate pattern matching of Chapters 2, 3 and 4. The 

framework for super-pattern matching involves four major steps common for all of 

the algorithmic solutions. The first step constructs a state machine equivalent to the 

super-pattern, i.e. a machine which accepts the same language as the super-pattern 

expression. Second, the matching problem is recast as a graph traversal problem by 

constructing a matching graph from the state machine. The construction is such that 

the graph edges correspond to input intervals and paths through the graph corre

spond to interval sequences matching the super-pattern's sub-expressions. The third 

step derives dynamic programming recurrences which compute the paths (and hence 

the interval/sub-expression matches) to each vertex in the graph. Finally, algorithms 

solving these recurrences are developed. 

Sections 6.1 and 6.2 present the four steps solving the scanning and instantia

tion problems, with interval scoring, for a sequence, regular expression and extended 

regular expression. The inclusion of interval scoring results in more interesting al

gorithms, since the graph traversal problem becomes the more complex problem of 

finding shortest paths through the graph, rather than just the existence of paths. The 

solutions to problems with no interval scoring or for the decision and optimization 

problems are simple variations of the algorithms presented below. Section 6.3 then 

presents the algorithmic extensions which solve for the explicit and implicit spacing, 

repair intervals and affine scoring schemes defined in Section 5.2. 
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6.1 Sequences and Regular Expressions 

The solution to the super-pattern matching problem with a sequence or regular ex

pression super-pattern P uses the same NFA construction as the approximate pattern 

matching solution described in Section 2.2. Reviewing the basic definitions, the NFA 

F = <V, E, >',0, ¢> consists of: (1) a set V of vertices, called statesj (2) a set E of 

directed edges between statesj (3) a function>. assigning a "label", >'s"E ~ U {e}, to 

each state Sj (4) a designated "source" state OJ and (5) a designated "sink" state ¢. 

The inductive construction is given in Figure 2.4. Intuitively, F is a vertex-labeled 

directed graph with distinguished source and sink vertices. A directed path through 

F spells the sequence obtained by concatenating the non-e state labels along the path. 

LF( s), the language accepted ai s E V, is the set of sequences spelled on all paths from 

o to s. The language accepted by F is LF (¢). The key properties of this construction 

are that 1) for any sequence P of size M there is an acyclic NFA containing M + 1 

states and 2) for any regular expression P of size M there is an NFA whose graph is 

reducible and whose size, measured in either vertices or edges, is O(M). 

The matching graphs for these super-patterns consist of N + 1 copies of the NFA 

for P, where N is the size of the one-dimensional space defined in the matching 

problem. Examples for a sequence and regular expression are shown in Figures 6.1 

and 6.2. In this matrix-structured graph, the vertices are denoted using pairs (s, j) 

where s E V and j E [O .. N]. Weighted edges are added in a row-dependent manner, 

considering the vertices (s,O),(s,l), ... ,(s,N) as a "row." For a vertex (s,j), if the 

label of state s, >.", is some symbol a E ~, incoming edges are added from each vertex 

(i, i) where i ~ s is an edge in F and [i,j] E i>. •. The weights on those edges equal the 

scores associated with the corresponding intervals in 1>... This models the matches 

of symbol >." to the intervals in 1>... When >." is e, vertex (s, j) has incoming edges 

with weight ° from each vertex (i,j) where i ~ s. These edges model the match 

between the e symbol and the zero-length interval [j, j]. A straightforward induction, 

using the recursive matching rules from Chapter 5.2.3, can show the correspondence 

between paths and matching intervals. 

For the scanning problem with interval scoring, the dynamic programming re-



o 1 2 3 4 5 

a 

b 

a. • 
Ia = { [0,2], [1,2], [2,5], [3,3], [5,6] } 

Ib = { [0,1], [1,1], [2,3], [3,5], [4,6] } 
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6 

Figure 6.1: The NFA and matching graph for super-pattern P = aba and N = 6. 

currences compute the shortest paths from row 0 to row cP in the graph, where the 

shortest path is the one whose sum of edge weights is minimal. The recurrence for 

sequences and regular expressions is 

CO,j = (O,j) 

{ 
min{ (c + 0", k) I t ~ s & [i,j] E h .. scores 0" & (c, k) E Ct,i} 

Csj = 
, min{Ct,j I t ~ s} 

This recurrence finds the position pairs (c,k) for each vertex (s,j), such that c is the 

best score of a match between interval [k,j] and the path in F from 0 to s. The "min" 

operation returns the position pair with the minimal score c, breaking ties using an 

optimality criterion such as the smallest or largest k. Thus, the C""j values give the 

score and left endpoint position for the best scoring matching interval whose right 

endpoint is j. 

The recurrence for the instantiation problem is very similar, except that each Ca,j 

value is a set of these position pairs, as follows: 



F (alb)a* 

o 2 3 

Ia = { [0,0], [1,3], [3,4] } 

Ib = { [0,2], [2,3], [2,4] } 

4 

Figure 6.2: The state machine and matching graph for P = (a I b) a* and N = 4. 

COd = {(O, j)} 

Ca,j = { Umin{(e+(T,k) I t ~ s & [i,j] E !) .• scores (T & (e,k) E Ct,d 

Umin{Ct,j I t ~ s} 
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The "Umin" operation computes the best scoring match to each interval [k,j] by 

taking the union of the minimum scoring position pairs for each position k, i.e. 

Umin(S) = {(e, k) I (e, k) E S &!J (e' , k') E S : k = k' & e > e'l. The position 

pairs occurring in the C</>d sets identify the set of matching intervals of the super

pattern, or {[k,j] scoring e I 0 :5 j :5 N & (e, k) E C</>,j}' 

A naive dynamic programming algorithm can solve the recurrences for sequence 

super-patterns, since the matching graph is acyclic. The decision, scanning and op

timization solutions run in O( (N + I)M) time where I is the size of the largest la, 

because there are O( N M) vertices and 0(1 M) edges. The following solves the in

stantiation problem, using OooM to reference states in F and [ ] to denote ordered 

lists: 



for j f- 0 to N do 
{ CO,j f- [(O,j)] 

} 

for m f- 1 to M do 
{ Cm,j f- [ ] 

for i, a f- [i,j] E h..m scores a do 
Cm,j f- Merge (Cm,j, Add(Cm-1,i, a)) 

} 
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Operation Merge implements the Umin operation for two ordered lists by merging the 

lists according to left endpoint position k and by removing any non-optimal position 

pairs. Add(L,v) produces a new ordered list in which v is added to each position pair 

in L. The time complexity for this algorithm is O( (N + I)M L), where L is the length 

of the longest matching interval to any prefix of P. A more practical, and stricter, 

bound for L is the number of differently sized matching intervals to any prefix of P 

(which more closely reflects the Cm,j sizes). But the longest matching interval bound 

gives a cleaner definition to the complexity measure. In the worst case where I is 

O(N2) and L is O(N), this time complexity is O(N3 M). 

The regular expression algorithm is more complex as cyclic dependencies can oc

cur in the dynamic programming recurrences, mirroring cycles in the matching graph. 

However, these cycles occur when the edges corresponding to zero-length input in

tervals and c-labeled states link the vertices of Kleene closure sub-automata in a 

column's copy of F. Since no negative length intervals (or extensions resulting in 

negative length intervals) are permitted, these cycles can occur only down columns 

of the graph. Furthermore, the matching graph is acyclic except for the cycles along 

particular columns of the graph. Since each column of the graph has the same struc

ture as F, the graph is reducible along each column and the two-sweep, node-listing 

technique from Section 2.2 can be used. The variation of that technique which solves 

for the instantiation problem is as follows: 



for j f- 0 to N do 
{ CO,j f- [(O,j)] 

for s =I- e do 

} 

Cs,j f- [ ] 

for sweep f- 1 to 2 do 
{ for s in topological order of DAG edges do 

if As =1= c then 

} 

for t, i, u where t -+ sand [i,j] E h. scores u do 
Cs,j f- Merge(Cs,j, Add(Ct,i,U)) 

else 
for t where t -+ s do 

Cs,j f- Merge(Cs,j, Ct,j) 
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Since F restricted to the DAG edges is acyclic, a topological order of the states exists. 

The complexity of the algorithm is O( (N + I)M L), since the recurrence is computed 

twice for each graph vertex and there are at most 2 I M edges in the graph. 

6.2 Extended Regular Expressions 

For extended regular expression super-patterns, we use the extended NFA state ma

chine, denoted as an ENFA, described in chapter 2.3 as the state machine accept

ing the language denoted by the super-pattern. As with the matching graphs for 

sequences and regular expressions, the matching graph for an extended regular ex

pression super-pattern P consists of N + 1 copies of the ENFA F constructed from P. 

The graph edges are added just as in the previous section for regular expressions, con

sidering for the moment the intersection and difference sub-automata as alternation 

su b-au tomata. 

The dynamic programming recurrences incorporate the details of the more com

plex ENFA simulation, defining different computations for each of the four subsets 

of states, l!,.e, \'0, V& and V_. One simplifying factor in this incorporation is that 

the partial path information computed by the ENFA simulation is identical to the 

matching interval, left endpoint information computed by the instantiation problem. 

Thus, the recurrences use the same position pairs (c, k) to perform valid ENFA path 

extensions and to maintain the set of matching intervals. Because the position pairs 
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are required by the ENFA simulation, the solutions to the decision, optimality and 

scanning super-pattern matching problems are essentially the same as for the instan

tiation problem, and so are not considered here. 

Beginning with the states in v"e, i.e. the states introduced by regular expression 

operators: 

CO,j = {(O,j)} 

Cs,j = { Umin{ (e + (J, k) I t -+ s & [i,j] E h. scores (J & (e, k) E Ct,i} 

Umin {Ct,j I t -+ s} 

The computations at the intersection and difference sub-automata start states, sEve, 
use mapping tables Ts to hold the partial path information for the enclosing sub

machine: 

Ts,j = { 
Umin{(e+ (J,k) It -+ s & [i,j] E h. scores (J & (e,k) E Ct,i} 

Umin{Ct,j It -+ s} 

C 
. _ {{j} if Ts,j =I- 0 

S) -

, 0 if Ts,j = 0 

And the recurrences for states in V& and V_ use those mapping tables to extend 

matches across each final state's sub-machine: 

Cs,j = Umin{ (e + ,rR&S(el, e2), k) I (e, k) E Tt,i & (el, i) E Ctl,j & (c2, i) E Ct2 ,j} 

where t1 -+ s, t2 -+ sand t = ()R&S corres. to s = cPR&S 

Cs,j = Umin{(e+,rR-S(el,e2),k) I (e,k) E Tt,i & (el,i) E Ctl,j & 

} 

{ 
e2' if (e2', i) E Ct2,j 

e2 = 
00 if (e2', i) f/. Ct2 ,j 

where tl -+ s, t2 -+ sand t = ()R-S corres. to s = cPR-S 

As with the instantiation problems for sequences and regular expressions, the values 

in Ct/J,j for 0 ~ j ~ N give the left endpoints of the matching intervals of P. 

The algorithm computing these recurrences is another column-based, two-sweeps 

per column algorithm, since the matching graph is again reducible. The time com

plexity is O((N + I)M L), where L is defined as before but I is the size of either 
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the largest input interval set or the largest number of different intervals matching an 

intersection or difference sub-expression of P. 

6.3 Extension Algorithms 

The four extensions described in Section 5.2, 1) explicit spacing, 2) implicit spacing, 3) 

repair intervals and 4) affine scoring, can be solved using extensions to the algorithms 

presented in the previous section. In addition, these algorithmic extensions require no 

major changes to the previous sections' algorithms and are independent of the super

pattern language, i.e. whether the super-pattern is a sequence, regular expression or 

extended regular expression. This occurs because the effects on the matching graphs 

from the extensions below can be thought of as "horizontal" changes along particular 

graph rows, whereas the algorithms of the previous section affect only the "vertical" 

structure along each column of the graph. Because of this fact, the extensions can be 

individually presented for a representative row of the matching graph. The overall 

algorithm for any combination of super-pattern and set of extensions is developed by 

starting with one of the base algorithms given in the previous two sections, and then 

applying the appropriate algorithmic extension to the relevant rows of the matching 

graph. 

The descriptions that follow concentrate on the three additional algorithms used to 

solve these extensions. The first sub-section gives the application of a sliding window 

algorithm to bounded spacers, fixed range implicit spacing and fixed range repair 

intervals. The next sub-section describes a range query tree/inverted skyline solution 

for the proportional and per-interval implicit spacing. Finally, the third subsection 

presents a solution to the affine scoring scheme which employs minimum envelopes to 

efficiently model the contributions of the affine curves along a row. The unbounded 

spacer solution is not given as it can be solved using a running minimum as the overall 

algorithm progresses along row s where As = <I, *>. 

The description in each of the sub-sections isolates a particular row s of the match

ing graph, appropriately labeled, and solves the decision problem with interval scoring 

for that row. Also, it assumes that state s is labeled As = a, unless otherwise noted, 
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and has only one predecessor state t in F. The solutions to the other problems, and 

states with two predecessors, are straightforward variations of the algorithms below. 

6.3.1 Sliding Windows 

The bounded spacers, implicit spacing and repair intervals all involve the computation 

of values in fixed width windows, whether along the predecessor row of vertices or 

associated with the input intervals. Treating the bounded spacers <l, h> first, the 

spacer is considered as an alphabet symbol in the construction of the state machine, 

resulting in one state 8 E V where As = <l, h>. The edges from row t to row 

8 in the graph connect each vertex (t, i), where ° :$ i :$ N - l, to the vertices 

(8, i + l), (8, i + l + 1), ... , (8, maxiN, i + h}). These edges model the match between 

intervals whose size is between land h and the spacer. Looking at the incoming edges 

to a vertex (8, j) results in the following recurrence: 

Cs,j = min{Ct,i I t -+ 8 & max{O,j - h} :$ i :$ max{O,j -l}} 

where "min" here is the traditional minimum operation. From this point on, the 

"max{O, ... }" boundary conditions are omitted and assumed in the equations and 

algorithms below. 

Similar edges are added for fixed range repair intervals, but these edges are in

cluded in addition to the normal edges corresponding to input intervals. These new 

edges give the following recurrence, where the second term in the minimum reflects 

the repair intervals: 

Ca,j = mini min{Ct,i+ a I [i,j] E fa scores u}, 
mini Ct,k + Ca I j - ha :$ k :$ j - La} } 

In each of the two cases above, the value of Ca,j is the minimum over a window of 

h - l Ct,i values. 

The fixed implicit spacing is more complex, because the fixed width windows 

are the neighborhoods occuring at both ends of each input interval. Along row 8 

of the matching graph, the edges corresponding to each input interval [i,j] E fa are 

replaced with (1) a new vertex (8, [i,j]) representing the interval, (2) edges connecting 
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vertices (t, i + imina), (t, i + imina + 1), ... , (t, i + imaxa) to vertex (s, [i,j]) and (3) 

edges connecting vertex (8, [i,j]) to vertices (8,j + rmina), (s,j + rmina + 1), ... , 

(8,j + rmaxa). The edges model the implicit spacing defined for each endpoint of 

[i, j], and the additional vertex is needed to keep the number of edges proportional to 

the size of the implicit spacing. These changes result in the following two recurrences 

for the Cs,i values: 

Cs,[i,i] = min{ Ct,k + (]" I [i, j] E fa scores (]" & i + imina::; k ::; i + imaxa} } 

Cs,i = min{Cs,[i',i'] I [if,),] E fa &)' + rmina ::; j::; jf + rmaxa} 

assuming no repair intervals have been specified for interval type a. These recurrences 

present two different algorithmic problems, the "front end" problem of computing each 

Cs,[i,i] from the array of scores along row i, and the "back end" problem of computing 

the row of Cs,i values as the minimum of the applicable Cs,[i',i'] values. 

Naive dynamic programming algorithms computing these recurrences have a com

plexity of O(NW) for explicit spacers or repair intervals, where W = h - i, and a 

complexity of O((N + I)W) for implicit spacing, where W = max{imaxa - imina + 
1, rmaxa - rmina + I}. More efficient algorithms use a "sliding window" technique 

for computing the sequence of minimums in O( N) and O( N + I) time. This technique 

computes a recurrence such as Di = mini-w:$iSi{Ed by incrementally constructing 

a list of indices [ib i2, ... , ik] for each j. Index i1 denotes the minimum value in the 

current window, index i2 denotes the minimum value to the right of ib index i3 gives 

the minimum to the right of i 2 , and so on until i k which always denotes the rightmost 

value in the window. The formal algorithm is as follows: 

L +- [] 
for j +- 0 to N do 
{ if L1 < j - w then 

} 

L +- DeleteHead(L) 
while ILl> 0 and ELILI > Ei do 

L +- DeleteTail(L) 
L +- Append (L, [j]) 
Di +- ELI 
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using basic list operations DeleteHead, DeleteTail and Append. The list is updated 

as the window advances by 1) removing the head of the list if the window has slid 

past its value, 2) removing successive values from the tail of the list if the new value 

in the window is smaller and 3) inserting the new value at the tail of the list. The 

complexity of this is O(N), since the value for each position j is inserted and deleted 

once from the list. 

This algorithm directly applies to the explicit spacing and repair interval recur

rences above, since the recurrence computing Ca,i is simply a shifted version of the 

recurrence for D. The implicit spacing's front end problem can be solved by using 

the sliding window algorithm to precompute min{ Ct,k I i + imina :5 k :5 i + imaxa} 

for each position 0 :5 i :5 N. Then, Cs,[i,i) equals the precomputed value at i plus 

the score associated with [i,j]. Note that the precomputed value needed by Cs,[i,il 

generally is not available when the overall algorithm is at position i, since the window 

for i cannot be computed until Ct,i+imaxo is available. But, since the implicit spacing 

ranges for the left and right endpoints cannot overlap, C",[i,i) can be safely computed 

at any time between i + imaxa and j + rmina. 

The application to the implicit spacing's back end problem is not as direct. In 

this case, there are possibly overlapping windows of size rmaxa - rmina + 1 where 

particular values hold, and the object is to find the minimum of the values holding 

at each position j. This can be solved using the data structure employed by the 

sliding window technique. As the overall algorithm progresses to each vertex (s,j), 

the values of each Cs,[i',i') where j' + rmina = j are inserted into the sliding window 

data structure. They are deleted either when dominated by another value or when 

j'+rmaxa < j. Since the neighborhoods of each Ca,[i',i') are the same size, a dominated 

value can be safely removed from the list as it can never again contribute to a future 

Ca,i value. With this algorithm, the value needed for each Ca,i always appears at the 

head of the sliding window's list at j. 

The use of this sliding window technique results in bounded spacer and repair 

interval computations taking O(N) time per graph row and in implicit spacing com

putations taking O(N + I) time per graph row. 
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6.3.2 Range Query Trees and Inverted Skylines 

The sliding window algorithms cannot be applied to proportional and per-interval 

implicit spacing because neighborhood widths vary between the input intervals in 

la. The matching graph changes and recurrences are similar to that of fixed width 

spacmg: 

Cs,[i,j] = mini Ct,k + (J I [i,j] scores (J & i + lmin :5 k :5 i + lmax} 

Cs,j = min{Cs,[i/,j/] I [i',j'] E la & j' + rmin:5 j :5 j' + rmax} 

where lmin, lmax, rmin and rmax henceforth generically denote the neighborhoods 

for the relevant input interval. Again, there are the "front end" and "back end" 

problems of computing Cs,[i,j] from the values along row t and computing each Cs,j 

as the minimum of the applicable Cs,[i/,j/]. 

For the front end problem, the algorithm computing the Cs,[i,j] values must be able 

to satisfy general range queries over the values along row t. These range queries ask 

for the minimum score over an arbitrary range x to y, or mini Ct,x, Ct,x+l,' .. ,Ct,y}' 

The solution is to build a range query tree from the values along row t and use it to 

answer the queries. A range query tree is a binary tree with N leaves, corresponding 

to the Ct,i values, and with additional pointers pointing up the tree. An example is 

depicted in Figure 6.3. Each node X in the tree contains seven values, denoted X.I, 

X.h, X.value, X.left, X.right, X.lp and x.rp. The first three values specify X's range 

and the minimum value over that range, i.e. X. value = min{Ct,x.l, Ct,X.l+b"" Ct,X.h}. 

X.left and X.right point to the left and right children of X in the binary tree. X.lp 

and X.rp point to ancestors in the tree. Specifically, Y.rp = X and Y.lp = X.lp for a 

left child Y of X, and Z.lp = X and Z.rp = X.rp for a right child Z of X. 

The lp and rp pointers are used to answer the range queries x, y, as follows: 

X+- Leafx 
VI +- X. value 
while X. rp =I- nil and X. rp.h < y do 
{ X+- X.rp 

VI +- mini v/, X. right. value} 
} 

X+- Leafu 
Vr +- X. value 
while X.lp =I- nil and X.lp.l > x do 
{ X+- X.lp 

Vr +- min{vr,X.left·value} 
} 

"min{ VI, vr } is the minimal value of Ct,x, Ct,x+l, ... , Ct,y" 
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Figure 6.3: View of a partially constructed range query tree (dashed and dotted lines 

are Ip and rp pointers). 

where Leafx is the leaf of the tree containing Ct,x' The two traversals begin at Leafx 

and Leafy and move up the tree, using successive rp and lp pointers. The traversals 

end at the least common ancestor of the two leaves, which can be determined using 

the ranges stored at each node. The first traversal computes the minimum of the 

Ct,i'S from x to the midpoint of the LeA's range. The second traversal computes the 

minimum from the LeA's midpoint to y. This can be shown in a simple inductive 

proof, not given here, whose core argument uses the lemma below to show that 

each move up an Ip or rp pointer extends the range of the minimum computation 

contiguously to the left or right of the current range, respectively. 

The time taken by the query is O(1og W), where W = y - x, since the range of 

X.lp and X.rp is at least twice as large as the range of each node X in the traversal 

and the range of the LeA is ::; 2 W. Thus, arbitrary range queries can be satisfied in 

time logarithmic to the width of the range. 

LEMMA 7. For a node X in a range query tree, 1) if X.lp =/:- nil, then X.lp.left.h 

= X.I -1 and 2) if X.rp =f. nil, then X.rp.right.l = X.h +1. 

Proof. We give only the proof for X.lp. There are two cases. First, if X.lp.right 

= X (X is the right child of X.lp), then X.lp.left and X must be the two children of 

X.lp. Then, X.lp.left.h must equal X.l - 1, since the two children of a node divide 

that node's range in half. Second, if X.lp.right =/:- X (implying that X.rp.left = X), 
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then applying this proof inductively to X. rp yields that X. rp.lp.left.h = X. rp.l -1. 

But X.lp = X.rp.lp by the range query tree definition. And X.l = X.rp.l, since X is 

the left child of X. rp and so the leftmost leaf in both their subtrees must be the same 

node. Thus, X.lp.left·h = X.l -1. D 

The construction of the range query tree occurs incrementally as the overall match

ing algorithm produces values of Ct,i' It uses a stack of (node, level) pairs to hold the 

roots of unfinished trees and their levels in the tree. Figure 6.3 shows the state of the 

construction for i = 6. The construction step for i > 0 is 

Z +- NewO j Z.value +- Ct,i 

(A, L) +- Pop (Stack) 
if L > 1 then # The new leaf is a left child, so create and push its parent 
{ X +- NewO j X.left +- Z j X.lp +- Top(Slack).node 

Z.rp +- X j Z.lp +- X.lp 
Push (Stack, (A, L)) ; Push (Stack, (X, 1)) 

} 
else # L = 1 and the new leaf is a right child, so find the root of the largest 

# now finished sub-tree, create and push its parent, and then set the 
# rp pointers for the rightmost nodes of the finished sub-tree 

{ A.right +- Z j Z.lp +- A 

} 

Z +- A # In the loop, Z points to the finished sub-trees' roots 
while Size (Stack) > 0 and Top {Stack).level = L + 1 do 
{ (A, L') +- Pop (Stack) 

} 

A. value +- min{ A .left. value, A. right. value} 
A.l +- A.left.l i A.h +- A.right.h 
A.right +- Z j Z.lp +- A 
Z+-AiL+-L' 

X +- NewO # The new unfinished sub-tree root 
Z.rp +- X j X.left +- Z 
if Size (Stack) > 0 then X.lp +- Top (Stack).node 
Push(Stack, (X, L + 1)) 
for i +- L - 1 down to 1 do 
{ Z +- Z.right i Z.rp +- Z.lp.rp } 

Operations Push, Pop, Top and Size are the basic stack operations and New creates 

a new tree node. The construction at i = 0 is equivalent to the case above where the 

new leaf is a left child. 
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Figure 6.4: An inverted skyline. 
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When the new leaf storing Ct,i is a left child in the tree, it suffices to construct 

its parent and push the unfinished parent on the stack. When the new leaf is a right 

child, the construction is finished for the roots R1, R2 , ••• , Rk of each sub-tree whose 

rightmost leaf is the new leaf. The completion involves first an upwards pass through 

these roots, setting the pointers and minimum values for each RI. After the root of 

the new sub-tree whose left child is Rk has been created, an downward pass is made 

setting each of the rp pointers to that new root. This construction takes O(N) time 

for matching graph row t, since each value in a node is computed once and the size 

of the tree is 2 N - 1. 

The back end problem for proportional and per-interval spacing takes the form 

of an inverted skyline problem and can be solved using a binary search tree. If the 

possible Ca,[il,i'] values which can contribute to various Ca,i are plotted graphically, the 

picture takes the form of Figure 6.4. Each horizontal line represents the contribution 

of one Ca,[il,i'] to the Ca,i values (the values of j form the x-axis of the figure). The 

actual values of the Ca,i are those found on the lowest line at each position j in O .. N. 

Thus, the various contributions of the Ca,[il,jl] form the "buildings" of the inverted 

skyline. 

The solution to this problem is to keep a balanced binary search tree, ordered 

by score, that holds the Ca,[il,jl] values applicable at each position j. Thus at j, Ca,i 

is the minimal value in the tree. The value of each Ca,[i',i'] is inserted and deleted 
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from the tree at j' + rmin and j' + rmax + 1, respectively. By applying one efficiency 

"trick," the time taken by this algorithm can be bounded by O((N + I) log W), where 

W is the width of the widest neighborhood. The trick is that when a value Cs ,[1',j'] 

is being inserted into the tree, a query is made for any value in the tree which is to 

be removed at jf + rmax + 1. If no such value exists, the new value is inserted into 

the tree. If such a value exists, only the lower scoring value is kept in the tree, since 

the higher score cannot contribute to a future Cs,j' The use of this trick bounds the 

size of the tree at W nodes. Thus, all queries, insertions and deletions take O(1og W) 

time. 

The result of the algorithms described in this section is that proportional and 

per-interval implicit spacing can be computed O((N + I) log W) time, where W is the 

size of the widest input interval's neighborhood. 

6.3.3 Minimum Envelopes and Affine Curves 

In this section, we consider only the linear extension pieces to the affine-scored implicit 

spacing, bounded spacers and repair intervals. The fixed range sections of these affine 

scoring schemes can be handled separately by the algorithms of Sections 6.3.1 and 

6.3.2. For explicit spacers and repair intervals, extra incoming edges must be added 

to vertex (s,j) from vertices (t, 0), (t, 1), ... , (t,j -max-I) and from (t,j -min+ 1), 

(t, j -min+ 2), ... , (t, j). The following two recurrences capture the new computations 

required for those edges. 

Ls,j = min{Ct,k + cl * (k - (j - min)) I j - min < k :5 j} 

Rs,j = min{Ct,k + cr * ((j - max) - k) 10:5 k < j - max} 

With these recurrences for an explicit spacer, Cs,j = min{Ls,j + c, Rs,j + c, ... the 

fixed range recurrence ... } where c is the fixed range spacer cost. The repair interval 

case is similar, except the recurrences dealing with the input intervals must also be 

included. 

The extra edges for affine scored implicit spacing correspond to the the four affine 

curves given in the specification and can be derived from the following four recur-

rences: 



LLs,[i,ij = min{Ct,k + lela * ((i + lmin) - k) I 0 ~ k < i + lmin} 

LRs,[i,ij = min{Ct,k + [cra * (k - (i + lmax)) I i + lmax < k ~ b} 
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RLs,i = min{Cs,[i/,i'j + rela * ((j' + rmin) - j) I [i',j'] E fa & b ~ j < j' + rmin} 

RRs,i = min{Cs,[i/,i'j + rcra * (j - (j' + rmax)) I [i',j'] E fa & j' + rmax < j ~ N} 

where lmin, lmax, rmin, rmax and b generically denote the neighborhoods and 

boundary point for an interval. With these recurrences, the computations for implicit 

spacing become 

Cs,[i,ij = min{LLs,[i,ij + lCa + (7, LRs,[i,ij + lCa + (7, ••• the fixed range comp .... } 

Cs,i = min{RLs,i + rCa, RRs,i + rCa, ... the fixed range computation ... } 

where lCa and rCa are the base implicit spacing costs and (7 is the score associated for 

input interval [i,j]. 

The rest of this section presents the algorithms for the six recurrences above 

by grouping them into three sets, 1) R, LL and RR, 2) Land LR and 3) RL, 

based on the algorithms used to compute the recurrences. For each group, abstract 

forms of the recurrences are constructed which simplifies the recurrences and better 

illustrates their commonality. Then, the solution for one representative abstract form 

(per group) is presented, along with the complexity for the resulting algorithm. The 

mapping back to the original recurrences is straightforward, and so not explicitly 

described. 

The R, LL and RR recurrences can be abstracted as D1i = mino9<d Ek + C * (i -
k)} for Rand LL and D2i = min{EW,i'j+c*(i-k) I k = j'+rmax < i} for RR. In this 

abstract form, each Di is the minimum oft he candidates, f(m) = ek+c*(m-k) from 

each position k < i, that are evaluated at i. The difference between the two forms is 

that multiple candidates can occur with the same k value in the second form. All of 

the candidates involved in the Dli (or D2i) equations have the same slope c. Because 

lines with different origins and the same slope must intersect either zero or an infinite 

number of times, the minimum candidate at a position i must remain minimum over 

the candidates from k < i at every i' > i. Therefore, only the current minimum at i is 

needed to compute future De values, and the recurrence for each D can be rewritten 
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as Dli = min{Di- 1 + c, Ed and D2i = min{Di- 1 + c, min{E(i',j/] I j' + rmax = i}}. 
These recurrences can be computed in O(N) and O(N + I) time for 0 ::; i ::; N. 

The Land LR recurrences take the abstract forms Di = minl$k~dEk +c* (k -I)} 

and D[i,j] = minl~k~b{E[i,j]+c*(k-I) II = i+Imin & b = (j -i)*bpa}. The Di form 

is a special case of D[i,jj, where only one value is needed for any position i (rather than 

values for each [i,j]) and where all of the widths i -I are of equal size (instead of the 

varying b-I). Only the solution to the more complicated D[i,j] is presented here. Each 

D[i,j] is the minimum, at position I, of candidates, f(m) = y+c*(x-m), whose origin 

on the x-axis is somewhere between I and b. Considering the D[i,j] recurrence from the 

viewpoint of a particular position b, multiple D[i,j] values might be required at b, each 

with (j - i) * bp = b and with differing l values. The solution is to construct a data 

structure at each position b which stores '10 ::; m ::; b: minm<k<dEk + c * (k - mH. 
Graphically, this is illustrated in Figure 6.5 as the minimum envelope of the candidate 

lines for 0 ::; m ::; b. The value of D[i.i] is then computed by searching the data 

structure at b = (j - i) * bp for the minimal value at m = i + Imin. 

The data structure constructed at each position b is an ordered list of the candi

dates in the minimum envelope and the sub-ranges of O .. b in which each candidate is 

minimal. Since the candidates ordered by their minimal sub-ranges are also ordered 

by their origin positions k and since each candidate is minimal over a contiguous 

region of O .• b by the zero or infinite intersection property, constructing the list at 

b + 1 from the list at b involves 1) removing candidates at the tail of the list which are 

eliminated by the new candidate with origin position at b+ 1 and 2) inserting the new 

candidate at the tail of the list. Implementing the list with a balanced search tree 

yields an O( N log N) construction algorithm and O(log N) searches for the f D[i,j] 

values. 

The solution to the RL recurrence is essentially the inverse of the LR algorithm. 

The abstract RL recurrence takes the form of Dj = min{E[j/,j/] + c * (h - j) I [i',j'] E 

fa where b ::; j < h = j' + rmin}. Graphically, the picture looks like that of Figure 

6.5 again except that the range is j .. N, not O .. b, and the intervals are not evenly 

distributed at each position, but occur according to the individual j' + rmin values. 
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Figure 6.5: Five candidate lines and their minimum envelope. 
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The algorithm is the inverse of the previous algorithm for the following two reasons. 

First, only the value at i must be retrieved from the data structure constructed at i, 

unlike the previous algorithm in which queries could vary over the range O .. b. Second, 

new candidates at j, i.e. the candidates from each interval [i',j'] where (j' -i')*bp = j, 

can have origin positions, j' + rmin, anywhere from j to N. So, those candidates 

can be inserted anywhere into the minimum envelope of j. The construction of the 

list at j + 1 from the list at j in this case involves 1) removing the head of the list if 

that candidate's origin position j' + rmin = j, 2) inserting the new candidates, where 

(j' - i') * bp = j + 1, which will now appear in the minimum envelope at j + 1 and 3) 

removing the candidates from the list at j which are eliminated fr0II?- the minimum 

envelope by the insertion of the new candidates at j + 1. Steps 2 and 3 are equivalent 

to the procedure described in the last paragraph for inserting new candidates into 

the LR data structure, except that the insertion uses only the sub-list of the current 

envelope which is minimal from j + 1 to j' + rmin, instead of the whole list, and the 

candidate currently minimal at j' + rmin is not necessarily removed from the list, as 

it may still be minimal to the right of j' + rmin. Implementing this using a balanced 

binary search tree gives an O((N + I) log N) time complexity to the algorithm, since 

the three construction steps use a constant number of list operations. 

Taken together, these four algorithms compute the linear extensions to the affine 

scored explicit spacers, implicit spacers and repair intervals in O((N + I) log N) time 

per matching graph row. 



CHAPTER 7 

CONCLUSIONS 
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This dissertation considers the problems and algorithms of discrete pattern match

ing over sequences and interval sets, presenting a coherent framework and new algo

rithms for discrete pattern matching over sequences and developing the sub-domain 

of discrete pattern matching over interval sets. Much of the work in discrete pat

tern matching over sequences has focused on specific problems and the techniques 

required to solve those specific problems. Despite 20 years of research, the range 

of algorithms for pattern matching over sequences have never really been charac

terized in a framework similar to that presented in this dissertation, although the 

use of such a framework has been implicit in many papers. Even the survey pa

pers either attempt no such framework, or concentrate only on smaller regions of 

the domain (i.e. the keyword, set of keyword and k differences triangle or the edit 

distance, LCS, sequence comparison triangle). Chapter 2 presents the elements of 

a alignment-graph/dynamic-programming framework for this sub-domain of discrete 

pattern matching which are required by the later chapters of the dissertation. The 

structure of the framework appears to be general enough, however, to capture the 

rest of the sub-domain's algorithms. 

Using this framework, Chapter 3 presents the first sub-cubic algorithms for ap

proximate regular expression pattern matching with concave gap penalties. The use of 

the framework greatly simplifies the algorithm's description, since the computations 

of the insertion and deletion gaps, which are the cause of the cubic-time behavior 

for the naive algorithm, are characterized easily in terms of two "one-dimensional" 

problems. However, the final solution requires mechanisms and computa.tions above 

and beyond the straightforward dynamic programming algorithms in order to achieve 

the improvement in the complexity bound. The most significant of those are the 
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applicative candidate lists used to model minimum envelopes and the use of a "bal

ancing act" between the cost of maintaining multiple candidate lists throughout the 

algorithm and the cost of merging separate candidate lists. 

Chapter 4 develops the alignment-graph/dynamic-programming framework for ex

tended regular expressions and presents new algorithms for their exact and approx

imate matching. The framework and algorithms for these patterns are not obvious 

extensions to those of regular expressions, but require new assumptions about the 

notion of a path through the alignment graph and the definition of an approximate 

match between a sequence and an extended regular expression. 

And finally, Chapters 5 and 6 develop the sub-domain of discrete pattern match

ing over interval sets, or super-pattern matching. This problem formulation is useful 

for those applications where a simple sequence or regular expression of symbols can

not characterize the desired "pattern" and a more general recognition hierarchy is 

required. The two chapters cover a wide range of exact and approximate matching 

problems for this sub-domain and develop a matching-graph/ dynamic-programming 

framework to describe the algorithms for that range of problems. And, as with the 

regular expression problem of Chapter 3, the more complicated matching problems 

are solved using techniques beyond naive dynamic programming, such as the sliding 

window, range tree and inverted skyline algorithms. 

There are still a number open problems in discrete pattern matching over se

quences. However, most of these appear to be of a more theoretical vein. A number 

of questions exist involving extending sequence comparison solutions to approximate 

pattern matching of regular expressions, extended regular expressions and even for 

context-free grammars. The most notable open problems for regular expressions 

are (1) using the Four Russians approach to produce a sub-quadratic approximate 

matching algorithm, (2) an O(N D) approximate matching algorithm under the edit 

distance scoring model, where D is the optimal alignment score, (3) extending the 

work on approximate matching from fragments and (4) approximate regular expres

sion pattern matching with non-monotone increasing convex gap penalties. One very 

interesting open problem for extended regular expressions and context-free grammars 
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is approximate matching with concave or convex gap penalties. For CFG's, the best 

algorithm appears to be an O(N5) or O(N6) algorithm, whereas for ERE's it is not 

clear whether an optimal match can be defined (as the recursive match definition and 

the gap penalty scoring model are not easily merged). 

For super-pattern matching, one major question left unaddressed is its efficiency 

in practice. While the theoretical complexity bounds do give pattern and input de

pendent limits to the running time for specific problems, the actual behavior of the 

algorithms for common super-pattern matching problems has not been explored. How 

fast does it really run on realistic problems? Second to that, and related to it, is the 

question of incorporating context-sensitive information into the matching. The infor

mation in many of the problems requiring recognition hierarchies and AI techniques 

cannot easily be modeled using only intervals and interval types. One example of 

this is on-line handwriting recognition, where the one-dimensional space can model 

the passing of time and the interval sets can represent the drawn lines and arcs, but 

there is no easy way to represent the geographic relationship between those lines 

and arcs using only intervals. A mechanism for incorporating this context-sensitive 

information greatly simplifies the description of the problem. However, including 

that information into the problem description invalidates the polynomial complex

ity bounds for the algorithms. Despite the worst-case exponential behavior resulting 

from allowing this information, can the super-pattern matching algorithms do "well 

enough" for realistic problems, in terms of either the end user's perception of the 

speed of the algorithm or by comparison with other artificial intelligence approaches. 

Apart from those two questions, the other open problems for super-pattern matching 

are the completion of the range of corresponding problems and sub-cases forming the 

domain of approximate pattern matching over sequences, such as extending the affine 

scoring scheme to allow concave or convex functions. This dissertation developed the 

core of the domain, and covered the problems with practical applications. However, 

the more theoretical problems from discrete pattern matching over sequences were 

left unanswered for super-pattern matching. 
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